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HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, JULY

23.
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Directory.

AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER,

Attorney

PUBLIBHKD RVEHY SATURDAY AT

)

THUS

DOESHURG &

I/’

U.. Livery and Sale Stable;
good accommodation for horaes; Hth street, ganization of our

~

J^UITE. J., Dealer

In all kinds of moats and
vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.

Bikeriei.

One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for flret; Insertion, and 25 cents for each anhsc*

IMNNKKANT. J., Proprietorof the Pioneer yAN DERHAAR. H. Dealer In Fresh, Halt,
*
I >
Bakery; baking done to order; 8th street.
ami Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
quent Insertion for any period under three
and twine; 8th street.
months.
I)KSSINK, Miw. L., Proorlctresa of City Bakerv;
3 n. | <1 m. I 1 y.
Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments In
NoUry Pobllci.
1 Square ............... 3 .V) 5 00
H 00 this line served on call; 8th street.
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rVOESBURG, H.. Notary Public

]

Banking and Zxchanga.

l

1J

and Conveyan-

cer; office at residence, Ninth street.

J^ENYON, NATHAN,

re-

his absence.

the last

yAN

v>

_

niL^aMi.M.HperwIU ^

Dm

Mtrtiiscmfnto.
3

Boots

E'

and

Shoes,

In Bouts ami Shoes ; repairing neatly done;
River street.

^YNNIH. T.

E., ^Physician; residence, oppoalie
S. W. cor. Public Square.

JJEROLD,

At the Store of

E., Manufacturer of and dealer in
ARP ENTER, J.JL, Physician, Burgeonand AcBoot* and Shoe*, Leather, Findings,etc.;
J conchant Office and' residence on 9th street
Eighth atrcct.
Strangers are requested to Inquire at Van Putten's.
.

L.

SPRIETSMA

& SON.

Manufacturcrsofall kinds of Boots and Shoes; 9th

D

Ladies,

Gents,
Youths,

*

e

i

n es^

^Pal

n

ts°a

1 1

<! ’

*0

1

L ItVuS Ac

Of the Latest Styles.

CUSTOM WORK AND REPAIRING
Done at short notice.

Cash Paid for Hides.
Our prices compare favorable with those
of our neighbors, and it is our purpose
to compete successfully with the trade outside this city, intending not only to satisfy
our old friends,but to draw a new trade to
this city and the Root and Shoe Store of

SPRIETSMA & SON.
4ft-)4cl-ly

LAKE EXCURSIONS,
“FANNY SHRIYER.”
The Public are informed that the pleasant and
beantifhllittlesteamer FANNY SHRIVKR of
Holland, can be chartered any dav or evening during the summer season to make excursionson

It

"

kiTer ittreSilmic”onlotVs'01'

ocuot TEN,

Dr.

R. a., Surgeon, Physician Ohstetri-

$800. One of the
was M. Hawks.

witnesses to the contract

September 29.— Tho annual meeting

was

held audit was resolved that tho^fircctor’s

Village of Holland.

This same year the school-yard was
fenced in and shade trees planted.
1852*

vThu

follows:

records being- slightly mixed* It ap-

“Dated

A.

I).

at

1848.

.

__

advertisement. ____
|

B

^

%

house.

r

L

;

We would furtherannounce that In addition to the
above arrangements,we have also purchased a
large barge, which will he fitted up with suitable
seats and awnings,and will accommodate from :*)0 Hats and Caps, Flour, Provisions, etc.; River s’t.
to 400 persons, and admirablyadapted for SundayTX7ERKMAN. H. D., Dealer in Dry Goods. GroSchool picnics or large excursions.
Y
cerles.Crockery, Flonr A Provisions.New
Parties chartering, have the exclusive control for
Store, Eighth street.
that
F. R. BROWER
Holland, June 1st,
Captain.
yy ERKMAN & SONS, General Dealers In Dry
190 tf
Gqods, Groceries.Hats and Cans, etc.;
Grain. Flour and Feed made a speciality;River st.

day.
1874.
:

nt'r

Hofman and G. Van

Dyk, and the Job given to the latter, for

1

1, 1974.

WERKMAN &

cor-

to
|

'pily' '

L. W. Kramer, C.

by

Ottawa, this 21st day of June, pcarsi that about this timeiW. T. Taylor,Thos. W. Ferry,
of Geneva, N. Y., look 'charge of the
yAN
Detier in Drue-, Kcdl. !
dKi-h
°f'
Clerk Pro-tcm of the
school.
y cines, Paints, Oils, etc.: Proprietor of
......
..
Board of School Inspectors."
W. Van Dkn Meiiu h Family Medicines; River St.
Siwiog Racblcei.
1853.
[The above is encouraging to Town
At the annual meeting this year, there
V17AL8H HEBE R, Druggist APharmaelst; nfull | IJ" ANTERS, A. M„ Agent for (irover and BaYY stock of g«H»ds appertaining to the business. ker’s Sewing Machines; Eighth street. // Clerks.— Ed.]
again appears to have been a misunderSee
___
this meeting • the following were
standingabout the finances. The Director
Saldlen.
Dry Ooodi.
J'/'elccted as the first offlrers of the district:
sends in his bill for services, “with which
yAUPELL. Hm Manufacturerof and dealer In
A. C. Van Raalte, Moderator.
I) ERT8CTI, |D. (General dealer In Dry
Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
he will he satisfied to square accounts
1) Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.; Eighth street.
Henry 1). Post, Director.
cor. Eighth and Market streets.
with Ids faultfinding constituency, and
Willem J. Mulder, Assessor.
SUrei, Wcod, Birk, Ztc.
very respectfully declines the honor of a
Flour ini Feel.
July 17.— A meeting was held to select a
fj" ANTERS. R„ Dealer In Staves. Wood and
re-electionto the office of Director." The.
O LOOTER A HIGGINS, Dealers in Flonr and 1Y Bark; office at hl» residence, Eighth
site and make arrangements to build a
^ftidcnWor wnrrr-Heeted, with H. DoesFeed. Grains and Hay. Mill stufl. Ac., Ac. Laschool
Van Raalte on beharhe’s old stand, 8th street.— See Advertisement.
Tobaoco ini Cigars.
burg for/fTrector and J. Labots far Asseshalf of tho ^Trustees of the Village of
Faroitare.
rpE ROLLER, G. J., Generaldealer tn Tobacco,
sor. The records contain a full corresHolland “offered to donate the present
Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.
pondence between the district and the late
VfEYER II., A CO., Dealersin all kinds of Fursite,^ jrrotided, that said lots should not be
1YI nlture. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Wigonaikiriand Blackimithi.
Erector.
Picture Frames, etc.; River street.
used for any other purpose whatsoever,
1?LIEMAN. J.. Wagon and Blarksmlth Shop;
1854.
J^EIDSEMA J. M„ A SON. General Dealers in
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing and that if they are converted to any
September
25
—
At
the annual meeting
Furniture A Coffins ; Eighth street. See ad- done. Cash paid for Furs.
other use or purpose, they shall revert
vertisement.
held this year, J. Van de Luyster was
Watchei and Jiwilry.
again to said Trustees." The proposition
Qencnl Suleri.
elected Moderator; A. C. Van Raalte,
\ LBERS A WYNNE, Jewelers and Watrhma- was accepted. Yeas 18, Nays 0. The
director;and T. Keppcl, /fsessor. We
ryiURSEMA J. A CO., Dealers In Dry Goods, iY kers. The oldest establUhment in the city;
/ffoard was appointed a building committee
Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hats, Caps, Eighth street.
also find that the school house was insured
Clothingand Feed; River street.
to propose a plan and estimates, and $800
in the "Portage Mutual Fire Ins. Co.," of
TOSLIN A BREYMAN. Watchmakers,JewclfpK ROLLER, D„ Retail Dealer In Dry Goods, 9J ers, and dealers in Fancy Goods cor. Eighth was voted for a building. At a subsequent
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. The number of
Groceries. etc.; Notary Public and convey- and Market streets.
meeting it was shown that the above acancer; office and store,eor. 9th and Market street.
scholars on the census this year is 178.
tion was illegal, and that no district could
I). P. Pitcher, was lured as teacher.
yAN PUTTEN A DE VRIES, General Retail Castobia Is more than a substitute for Castor
Dealers. In Dry Goods. Groceries, Crockery, OIL It is the only rqft articlein existence raise more that $300 for that purpose, in

PmKN.W.

Cmdren’s Wear,

Holland, April

*

28, on the 29th day of June, A. I). 1848, at
l)OWERS, T.1L. HomeopathicPhysician and 9 o’clock, a. m. It is dated and signed as

kedlcinei.

alcian'spraBCriptlona owfltfly put up;' Eighth St.

Misses and

L.

(

J EDEBOER,
floor.

Drop Md

cations were accepted,bids handed in

report he printed in Ik UoUamter. The
Moderator and director were re-elected
ship of Ottawa, (afterwards named "Grand and G. Vandewall was elected Assessor.
On motion of F. Kleft, a subscription
Haven") have organized a new school diswas
drawn up, and a largo amount was
trict, No. 2, establishingits boundaries,
subscribed
for a bell, for the use of the
and instructing him to notify the electors

of the district that the first meeting will
F. 8., Pbyskdan and Surgeon;
Office in Van Landcgend’s Brick Block, 2d be held in the Holland Church, on Sect.

gPRIITSMA, L. A SON, Dealers in and

Judiciously and carefullyselectedfor
street.
the season, and comprising the most complete assortmentof Booth and Snow ever
offered in THE CITY OF HOLLAND.

re-

1

River streets.

_____

house of Jan Binnckant,in

f

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Books and Stationery.
SCHELVEN. G.. Notary- Public. Justice
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
of the Peace and Conveyancer; Office, //of- readers. We give them in their chronologi
lines, |2.UO per annum.
IklNNKKANT. Miss A. M.. Dealer In Books A land City
Newt.
Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths pub- l> Stationary ; Confectionary, Toys, etc. ; River
cal order:
lished withoutcharge.
street
V17AL8H,
H.,
Notary
Public,
Conveyancer,
1848.
An Z before the Subscriber's name will denote
and Insurance Agent. Office, Oily Drug
the expiration of the Suhscrlptlou.Two IX slg- ! pLOETINGH, A„ Book Binder, ami dealer in
The original warrant calling the tirst
Stnrf, 8th street.
|
Books and Stationery ; River street.
meeting of the district,is addressed to
Pkotographi.
J^ANTKRS. L. T.,A CO., Dealers In Books,
John
Binnckant,of the Township of OtStationery, Toys. Notions and Candle*; opT AUDER GEORGE, Photographs and Gems
posite City Drug Store, Eighth street.
iJ in all the various styles and sizes; (Jallery tawa (the township of Holland was organon Eighth Street.
ized in the year 1849,) notifyinghim
Booti and Shoei.
that the School Inspectors of the TownPhyiicUni.

____

ut the

)OST, HKNRY D., Real KiUte and Insurance gan.'' It interestedus deeply, and in gard to building the school house, clearing
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Colglancing it over, we found several items up the “square" and fencing it in. At a
lections made In Hollandand vicinity.
which we thought might also interest our subsequentmeeting,the plan and specifi-

Banking and Collecting.
Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eightti and

(X)

to comply with the demand,
whereby there arose many questions about
the conduct of the director,being always
absent, whether it was accordingto law;
and whether there were provisionsfor
such neglect in the law.
“The discussion thereabout was hot.
"The Director not being present, so arose
there a great deal of indignationabout

Ottawa, County of Ottawa, State of Michi- held

(X)

00

witnessed tho

127.

wagon load of those in“The Director passing the street is called
teresting documenta. Through the cour in, and asked to be present,but he did
tesy of the new director of that district, make his excuse, and did give the promise
Mr. I. Marsllje, who promptly stopped to bring up soon Ida account,"
Tho electionresulted as follows: A. C.
his ox-tcam, we were permitted to take
a farewell look at all that was once Van Raalte, Moderator; II . D. Post, Diprecious to the "Old Board." Acciden- rector; J. Trimpe, Assessor.
1851.
tally we laid our hands on “ Ihoord A, of
hWuary
10.—
A
special meeting was
School District No. 2, of the Township of
moval of

P., First Ward Meat Market; best of
Meats always on hand. Eighth street.

or-

pioneer School District.

On Monday noon, we
Eiat Karketi.

LEYS.

IV

Hotel.”

No. 1 retained the records and

documents containingtho history and

VT1BBKLINK. J.

/\RT, P. J., Attorney at Law, Collecting and
13.00 poryjir is tdmce.
PcnMlonClaim Agent. Office.Kaat of “ City

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

‘

District

Vf C BHIDK, G. W., Attorney at Law andBollcl
near Market.
ifl tor In Chancery;
eery; office with M. I). Howahd, cor. Eighth and River streets.

JOB riUNTINO PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.

Schools of the City of Holland," tho old

Sale Stable; Market

NO.

possible

Upon tho organizationof the "Public

street.

lx

Co., Publishers.

or 8UBSCBIPT10N

;

11. Livery and
ami Halo Stable; new
opposite City Hotel ; Market street.

jyOONE.H.,Livery and

I).. Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; Hivur street.

OFFICE : VAN LANDKUfcND S BLOCK.
G. H.

i.

barn

UOWARD. M,

mm

muHscin, - - -

OUR PIONEER SCHOOL DISTRICT.

and Bali Dtatlei.

I)KNDKR, G.
I

WHOLE

25, 1874.

v

SONS.

which is certain to assimilate the food, regulate

August 22.— At a special meeting tho
sleep. It contains neither minerals, morphine or
people authorizedthe board to employ a
alcohol, and is pleasant to take. Children need
teacher to keep school in the church durnot cry and mothers may rest.
ing the

CENTAUR LINIXENT3.
There Is no pain which the Cen*

anl Sillier

M,

coming fall nfid

UMJETSTRA,

A., Groceriesand Supplies; a
ready market for countrv produce; a choice
stock always on hand ; cor. Eighth and Market st.

taur Linimentswill not relievo, no

no lameness which they will not
O. J., Family Supply Store;
a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmithshop In rear of Store; Eighth street.

cure. This

Is strong language,

is still trouble

about the school moneys, the township
treasurer refusing to honor the drafts of
the district^and some sharp trtckric iic-

winter.

Ira Hoyt.

March 21.—

I). te Roller, II Brink and J. Roost were
179. Teacher, appointeda committee to aid the Board in
asserting their rights, and $50 was voted
for the expenses of the committee. All the
1849.
district officers were re-elected.
office of assessor had

The

become vacant by the removal of

W.

1856.
J.

hut It is true. They have proMulder and O. I). Van Der Bluis was apNqT ' dneed more cures of rheumatism,
pointed. Miss E. H. Langdon was hired

That has ever been offeredto Holland and vicinity.
Hardwire.
A complete Line of Dry Goods, Including a choice
TTAVERKATK,G.J.ASON, 1st Ward Hardselection of Dress Goods, Alpaccaa, GingXI ware Store; sell cheaper than any other;
hams, Trimmings and Notions, Soring and
8th street.
Summer Shawls,Sheeting and Shirt- •
Ing. In Gent’s Furnishing,CothDER VEEN. E.. Dealer In General HardIng, Hats A Caps, we have a full
ware; cor. Eighth and River street.
assortment.

There

of children at

swelling they will not subdue, and

rpE VAARWERK,

September 24.—

September 25.— The first census gives the

whole number

Oroceriu.

o

This Firm have brought to this City one of th
largest and best selected atock for the

1855.

any one year.

the bowels, care wind-colic and produce natural

neuralgia,lock-jaw. palsy, sprains

swellings, caked breasts, scalds, as teacher, at

$5 per week and

traveling

Rev. J. Van Vlcck, Principal of the
Holland Academy, relieves Mr. Pitcher
at the beginning of the year, and Is assisted part of the time, lu E. Winters.
The census is taken by C. Docsburg, who A
from this time on until 1808^ (has taught

burns, salt-rheum ear ache, ac., upon the hnman expenses from Allegan.
frame, and of strains,spavin, galls. Ac., upon ani«8t?/)tewtAer 24.— From the second census
our school.
mals In one year than have all other pretended
it appears that there were 09 families in the
September 29.— At the annual meeting,
remedies since the world began. They are counter•district. The list of names comprising C. Holman was elected 'Moderator;A. C.
irritant, all-healingpain relievers. Cripples throw
LANDEGEND A MELTS, Dealers in
took! dmiritt, Crochtj ui
Hard ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple* away their crotches, the lame walk, poisonous these pioneers is especially interesting. Van Raalte, director and C. Doeshurg,
Our Department of Family Supplies, Flonr, Feed, ments; Eighth street.
bites rendered harmless and the wounded are All the officers wore re-elected unanimous- ^Assessor.
Granam, etc,, will receive the same attenThis year the school board was enlarged
healed without a scar. The receipt Is published
Hotel!.
tion as heretofore. No charge for
ly. The average amount per quarter paid lY the election of four trustees, as follows:
around each bottle. They sell as no article ever
delivery.
for tuitionof a single scholar was $1.52.
Meengs, for one year; H. D. Post, for
We arc determined not to be undersold. Our 4 ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsman, Proprietor before sold, and they sell because they do just what
lx
First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and
prices compete with those In Chicago
they pretendto do. Those wno now suffer from List of Jlooks used: Webster’s Spelling two yearn; M. D. Howard, for three years
from the Trains. Eighth street.
or Grand Rapids.
rheumatism,pain or swellingdeserve to suffer If Book, Sander’sFirst and Second Reader and A. Plugger, for four years.
Farmers will find with us a ready market for all ptITY HOTEL. E. Kkllouu A Son, Proprietors.
they will not nsc CentaurLiniment, white wrapper.
1857.
and Thompson’sFirst Arithmetic.
their produce.
Built In 1873; Furnished Inelegant style, and
More than 1000 certificates of remarkablecures, InThe
census
this
year
shows 236 children.
a first-class hotel throughout.
Holland, Mich., April 10, 1874. 47-Sa-Iy
1850.
cluding frozen limbs, chronic rbenmatism. goat,
At the annual meeting all the officersand
It seems that in the winter of tills year
IJIIOENIX HOTEL. J. Rydkr, Proprietor; running tumors. Ac., have been received.We will
II. Meengs ns trustee were re-elected.
opposite the C. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot ; good
send a circularcontainingcertificates,the recipe, thc/Kegislaturc
passed
an /Afct, enabling Four dollars were voted for Webster’s
accommodation: building and furniture new.
Ac., gratis, to any one requestingit. One bottle the district to borrow money to build their Dictionary.
Kanufactoriei,Mill*, Bbopi, Ztc.
of the yellow wrapper Centanr Liniment Is worth
1858.
school house at once, and at a meeting
JJKALD, R.K., Manufacturerof and Dealer in one hundred dollarsfor spavined or sweened horses held on the 24th of June, the district was
At the annual meeting thojfirector and
__
Agricultural Implements; commission agent and males, or for screw-worm In sheep. Stock
/Assessorwere re-elected; G. Vandewall
for Mowing Machines; cor. 10th A River street.
owners— these liniments are worth your attention. authorized to make a loan of $1,200 for
St.;
was elected Moderator and G. Wnkker,
No family should be withoutthem. “White wrap- the building of a school house. Antony
trustee. Mr. Vandewallnot having acI would Inform the Public that by an increased 13AUEL8. VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
of Hugger Mill*; (Steam Saw ana Flour per for family use;" Yellow wrapper for animals. Vandewall was added to the building quired a legal residence, the Jfoard aftersupply of noccessarytools and machinery 1 am
Sold by all Druggist. 50 cents per bottle;large
bettor enabledthan heretofore to meet their wants Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
wards appointed J. Binnckant os Moderacommittee.
and satisfy
ry an
all who have
nave BOOK
ihjuiv minding
RINDING to pe
bottles,$1.'0. J. B. Ron A Co., 53 Broadway,
tor.— No fninutes for 1859.
form, of whateverkind or nature it may be. I shall LU'OTT, w. J.. Planing, Matching,Scroll-sawmust have made hi)) fust appearNew York.
give this branch of my business more particular at- IJ ing and Moulding; River street.
1860.
tention than heretofore.I have limited my trade
ance ahmit thhnimdv In ttio setibdoensus
\7ERBEEK, H. W.. & CO., Proprietors of the
exclusively to
In (ids year it was resolved at the annual
F. & A. X.
for that yvur we flnd^ts name jWk enPhoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of bull '
meeting to have a High or Graded School,
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Stationary and School
tered
;
at (Uiat thpe is^t down and the following w ere elected as the first
A Hioular Communication of Unity Lodoe,
And will keep constantly on hand an assorted
ViriNTERS BRO S A BROWER (successors to No. 191. F. A A. M , will he held at Masonic Hall, at 14— Ed.]
/Roard of Trustees:A. C. Van Raalte, T.
Stock of nil kinds of
Ditton A Thompson), Enclneera and Ma- Holland. Mich., on Wednesday evening, July
Keppel, B. Ledeboer, A. Plugger, C.
22d. at IK o’clock, sharp.
Judging
from
the
minutes
as
kept
by
chinists.See Advertisement.
Pzper,
W. II. Joslw, W. M.
Doeshurg1' and G. Wakker. Dr. ll*deboer
Envelopes,
the Director, everything up to this time,
47-ly
yEKB
CARL, Proprietor of IltMaiul Brewery: J. O. Dorsbi nu,
declined and J. Binnckantelected in his
Writing Books,
—
iJ tenth street, opposite Tannery of Cappon A
had been moving {dong smoothly. At the place. At the following annual meeting
IVas,
Bert sch.
I. 0. of 0. F.
annual meeting held on the 29th of Sep- Dr. Van Raalte declined a re-election and
Pencils,
XmhMt Titlon.
tember
however, there arose a dissatisfac- adtlsed tho election of two Americans J*
Albums,
Holland City Lodge. No 192, IndependentOrder
the Board.
Diaries, Etc., Etd ! rbOHMAN. J. W^ Merchant Taylor, and
^!,^Vi,n,‘h,,iS.nLgu,*r5?eclinKVt
(!'ld tion. The wheels were being blocked,
I>
in ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish’
Mich., on Tuesday Evening
(.VHjiis point llie'm-team of opr new
Also a full lino of
and the record reads as follows:
Director
starred for^fame, awU sbbse_______ _
_
I Visiting brothersare cordially Invited.,
“Mr,
is asking about the revConfectionary
Toys.
Oito Bheyman, N. G.
1TORST. W.. Merchant Tajloh Cloth purchasnext genonucs, expenses and debts of the district. ({Ucpt cve^fWst Jhff
R. K. Hkald, Her. fkc'y.
The Director not being present, it was im- eration to review:)
R. A. SciiouTKlf, Per. Aec'y.
49-3.
A.
^
47-ly

yAN

tout,

BOOK BINDERY

yAN

1

OF

A. CLOETINGH,
River,

Holland.

I

v

htt

Books

>

YY

—

„nof

tf

and

j

J

Dealer

___ __

Stc'y.
^

0

--

left

—

CLOCTINOH.

.....

.....

.....

^

^

;

*1

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
G. 8.

noil AN

DOESBURG A
I) CITY,

1

CO., rcDLisnEM.

The South.
A Wakuinoton dispatch dated July
ays :

The cotton-planters’report

to tho

15

De-

jartmont of Agriculture,iu accordauce with

- •

MICHIGAN.

the conditionalpromise of their June reports,

upon not less than 2 cents per mile, and such
tickets shall bo so issued as uot to reduce
through rates between business centers,and
shall uot be sold to or from points west of
Buffalo, Niagara, Johnstown, N. Y.; Pittsburgh, Wheeling, or Parkersburg,W. Va.
Seventh— No otlier round-triptickets will be
issued or accepted.Eighth— Through rates
from Boston to the West will bo advanced to
tho sum of looal rates by the way of Albauyt except that the maximum difference between
Boston and New York shall be advanced accordingly. Tenth— The Erie, Baltimore and
Ohio, and PennsylvaniaRailroad Companies
shall sell from Boston and noints on the line
north of the Boston and Albany railroad at $1
higher by way of New York than tho rates by
way of Albany. Eleventh— The same tUrtnjgh
rates shall bo adopted eastward aud westward.

Beecher-TIIton.
Hie Brooklyn Argus says : “Wo have from
tho highest sources an admissionthat the
friends of Mr. Beecher are endeavoringto
effect a compromise which shall prevent tho
publicationof tbo lengthy statement prom-

The (iOod-bye Hospitality.
half of hospitalitylies in the
speeding of parting guests. Lavish
welcomes are easily enough bestowed,
bnt the hospitable thought must be
very genuine, indeed, which dares to
leave the guest as free and welcome to
go as to come. We all suffer, now and
then, from undue urging to stay when

Tho

j

diows an increase iu the condition of the
plant in evert State. Tho peroeutagei of
ised by Tilton
cyerugo condition are higher than iu June by
“Theodore Tilton’awife has been before
,be folowing figures : Three in Louisiana,4
the committee. She has given evidence coniu Arkansas. 6 in Florida, 7 in South Carolina,
tradictoryof her husband's version of tho
.) in Mississippi,
10 in Alabama, 11 in Georgia,
we prefer to go, and nearly every one of
matter. A disagreement hus resultedbetween
12 iu Tennesseeand Texas, and 13 iu North
The East.
man
and
wife, and Mrs. Tilton has left her us is himoelf a sinner in this regard,
Texas and North Caroliua return a
The Brooklyn Court of General Sessione Carolina.
husband.
too. No sooner does the guest intimate
•oudii ion above tho average. The following
“It is now established neyoud tbo shadow a wish to terminate his visit than we fly
baa decided that Lizzie R. King, alia$ Kate ere the State averages: North Carolina, 102;
of a doubt that Tilton was not aware of tho in the face of his desire, and urge him
Stoddard, the euppoeed murderessof Quarles South Carolina, 88; Georgia, 91: Florida,
existence of an Investigation Committee iu
)6 ; Alabama, 92 ; Mississippi, 87 ; Louisiana,
Goodrich, in hopelonsly insane, and ordered
llymouth Church until after Mrs. Tilton had to stay longer. We semetimes do this,
73;
Texas,
102;
Arkansas,
94;
and
Tennesher to be taken to an asylum ... In the coltoo, ub a mere matter of duty, when in
Rkpobts to tho AgriculturalDepartment appearedbefore the committee to give testilege regatta at Saratoga, the six-oared race see, 97. As compared with July of last year,
mony.
Her
appearance
before
tho committee our hearts we care very little whether
was
Pnaoetou crew, and the tho conditionis higher except in Florida, show that 2,000,600acres of corn have been was brought about by intimate friends of Mrs.
the guest goes or stays." Wo feel ourLouisiana and Arkansas, though the differsingle scull by Yale.
planted this year iu excess of last year’s acre- Tilton, who are well-known attendants at
euce is slight in Tennessee and Georgia, and
selves bound to show our appreciation
The Chicago Tribune publishes what pur- uot very wide iu Mississippi and Alabama.
age. Tho increase is six per cent, of the Plymouth Church and ardent admirers of Mr. of our friend’s visit by asking that he
whole crop. It is largest in the South in per- Beecher. It appears that, after the publicaports to bo an interview between a correThe Rev. A. L. P. Green, an eminent Meth- centage aud iu the West in acres. The con- tion of Mr. Tilton’s letter, addressed to Dr. prolong it. Now, true hospitality
spondentof that iournal and Mr. Theodore odist divine, died recently iulNashville. Tenu., dition of the crop is reported good iu the Bacon, Mrs. Tilton left her homo in Living- ought to learn better than this. Our
stone street. Mr. Tiltou and hischildrencon- effort should be, from first to last, to
Tilton. The latter is reported to have de- Aged 67 years.... John Bruner, 12 years old, West, aud elsewhere variable.
tinued to occupy the house, and he receives
clared that bis wife was inveigledinto appearhanged himself at his father's house in HarThe third convention of the American Book- his friends there. Mrs. Tilton is now sojourn- make our friend’s visit thoroughly
ing before the Plymouth Church Committee.
din county. Ky., last week. His father had
pleasant and agreeable to
Mrs. Tilton's testimony was that no improper
Trado Union assembledat Put-in Bay, Ohio, ing iu a family of Mr. Beecher’s friends, it
refused to’ buy him a now saddle.
strive for this result in hastening to ofis not understood that a formal separationhas
overtures had ever been made to her by Mr.
on tho 21st of July. Over 100 delegates,reptaken
place
betweeu
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tiltou,
but
fer him the most comfortable chair and
Beecher. Ha husband characterized this
The new Board of Indian Peace Commis- resentingthe larger publishinghouses of New
ouly one inference can ho drawn from tho to set out our best viands, if he break
statement as deliberatefalsehood,and apolosioners met at Washingtonon the 17th inst. York, Boston, Philadelphia,Cincinnati aud
course the lady has seen lit to adopt, and it is
gized for it by a considerationof the motives
Chicago, and the larger jobbing houses of that her lot is cast, for the present at least, bread with us. It is that he may enjoy
which led to its utterance. Articles of separa- There were preseut Messrs. Sibley, Fisk,
these aud other cities,as well as a large num- with those who are wholly antagonisticto Mr. his stay that we take pains to talk only
tion between Mr. and Mrs. Tilton are in coarse Long, Roberts and Smith. Messrs. Butler
ber of retaildealers, were present. The object Tiltou."
upon agreeable topics. In short, from
of preparation.
and Turney were absent, and there are three
of these meetings is stated as follows : " To
vacanciesnot yet filled. An organizationwas
New Youn, July 17.— Mr. Beecher’s state- the time he crosses our threshold until
A nov named Isaac Pomeroy, living in Bosabolish the preseut system of discounts,aud
effected by the election of Mr. Fisk as chairhe rises to leave we make tho moments
to
confine
discounts
to
the
trade
alone,
the
ment, althoughnot yet officially before the
ton, has confessed the murder of a little girl man and Mr. Smith as Secretary. An exonly exceptiou to be ou tho first introduction Committee, is in the hands of his friends, slip by as pleasantlyas possible. Dut
named Katy Curran. No motive appears ex- ecutive committeewas chosen, consisting of
of school books, and that only through reguthe moment he asks for his hat our
cept that Pomeroy has a natural bent for cut- Messrs Smith. Roberts and Butler; aud a lar agents aud dealers; and to abolish tho and will be submitted as soon as Tilton’s is
courtesy fails
Hitherto we have
purchasing
committee,
cousisting
of
Messrs.
ting and killingpeop'e. Two years ago the
wholesaling of live botki to tho press for put iu. Gentlemen who have seen it speak
studied to anticipate and gratify his
same lad was charged with mutilating little Sibley, Butler,Turney aud Long.... The ef- premiums."
of it as a frank, straightforward document. every wish. Now that he wishes to go,
boys in Chelsea and East Boston, when he fect of the redaction of rates on package envelopes
from
18 to 8 cents is shown iu the inBeecher addresses himself iu detail to the however,
said, he " could not help it. but had to do it.”
endeavor to thwart his
Political.
Tilton case ; explains the nature of his trouble
....Mayor Havemeyer.of New York, a short crease of sales. During the last qnartor of
The
Indiana Democrats have placed the with Tilton ; denies that he ever made an pleasure. We selfishly try to turn him
the
fiscal year there were 1.020,000 issned,
time ago, removed the Commissioners of
from his purpose to ours.
wish
Armories, and informed Gov. Dix of his ac- while the number issued for the entire year following ticket in the field : For Secretary impure intimation to Mrs. Tilton, and contion, giving his reasons therefor. The Gov- ending Juno 30, 1873, was but 2.203.000. of State, J. E. Neff, of Randolph County; cludes with an absolute and unequivocal him to stay while he wishes to go.
ernor has declined to confirm the action of During the year ending June 30,1874,there Auditor of Statfr,- E. Henderson,of Morgan denial of all other slanders which have Courtesy would prompt us to give his
beeu set in motion against him.- He acknowlthe Mayor, and assures him that the reasons were 138.815,500stamped envelopes sold by
wish precedence of our own, but as a
County ; Treasurer, B. C. Shaw, of Marion
edges that Mrs. Tilton complained to
aisigued for the removal are sufficient for the the Postoffice Department through PostmasCounty;
Superintendent
of
Public
Instrucrule, we ask him to sacrifice his own to
ters,
being
an
increase
over
the
preceding
him
of
her
husband
;
that
sbo
spoke
outiuuance of the Board, and that the
tion, J. H. Smart, of Allen County ; Attorney
of his infidelity,aud cited instances ; our pleasure.— //earf A and Home.
power of removal should be only year of about 600,000.
General, C. A. Buskirk. of Gibson County ;
In Maysville, Ky., recently,Miss Julia Judge of the Supreme Court, Horace P. Bid- spoke of his going with strange women, and
exercised
causes....G.
C. Smith, who erected for the late Prof. Kerrs, adopted daughterof A. B. Cochrau, dle, of Cass County. Messrs. Henderson aud proved that her statement was true; and Black Powder Found iu Snow— What Is
finally begged him (Beecher) to advise her,
Morse the first lino of telegraph poles in this
was fouud dead iu her bed with a bottle of Biddle are also nominated on the Farmers' as a man and minister,wbat to do. Beecher,
ft!
country, between Washingtonana Baltimore,
ticket.... E. N. Gates, Anti-Monopolist of the
after long delibtwationand considerablehesiin 1844. died at his residencein Newfield, Mia. chloroform lying on her breast. She had
In
a
letter from M. Nordenskjold on
Sixth Iowa District, and H. O. Pratt, Repubbeen suffering from severe headache, and it
tancy, advised her. if she felt she could not
a few days ago.
carbonaceous dust, with metallic inn,
lican. of tho Fourth have been nominatedfor
is supposed took chloroformto alleviate the
reclaim her husband, to leave him. After
Mu. Roes, of Philadelphia,whose child was pain aud was stupifiedbeyond power to re- Congress The Republicans of the Fhvt Con- a time Beecher felt that ho had made a mis- observed in snow, the writer remarks
gressionalDistrict of Mmuesota have nominrecently stolen and held for a ransom, has move the bottle. A young lady sleeping
take iu giving this advice. He thought that, that in December he found in somo
ated M. H. Dunuell for re-election.
perhaps, if left to the impulses of his own snow collected toward the end of a
publisheda “personal" informingthe ab- with her was so much overcome by the fumes
that it was difficultto arouse her ..... George
Lieut -Gov. Davis, of Mississippi,acting generous nature, Tilton would aban- five or six days’ continuous fall in
ductors that their $20, COO is ready.
Simpson, a planter, residing fifteen mil s as Govoruor, notified President Grant, July don tho strange woman after whom ho had Stockholm, a large quantity of dark
been running, aud return to the peace of his
Gen. Buti.ee has made public a reply to from Shreveport, La., was murdered by a
21, that party feeling, in view of tho election own household. In this conditionof mind ho powder, like soot, and consistingol an
the statement attributedto Gen. Hooker, that negro on July 18. Mr. Simpson, aged about
70, was alouo and asleep, when the negro to be held Aug. 4. was running very high in apologized to Tilton for what ho had done ; organic substance rich in carbon. It
“ when Butler was in command of the Army
-slipped into the house, and, seizing Simpson's Vicksburg, lie thought it impossible for him promised to extend to him the right hand of was like the meteoric dust which fell
of the James River, he required the colored gun, shot him dead. The negro was pursued to preserve the peace, aud made application fellowshipin the future, and to buiy the past
with meteorites at Resale, near Upsal,
troops to deposittheir money and valuable* and captured, and when within six miles of to the President for two companies of troops. utterly.
in January, 1869. It contained also
headquarters for safe- Beeping, and tho city was taken from his captors and
Tilton’s forthcoming statement will, it is
Foreign.
when one of these poor devils got knocked killed.
said, disappoint the public greatly. The sup- small particles of metallic iron. Susdown and put under gronnd, do you suppose
Kullman, who tried to shoot Bismarck, de- positionhas been that he would undertake to pecting the railways and houses of
Washington.
the money he left at Butler's headquarters
clares that ho was uot instigatedby othors to prove that Beecher had done him grave Stockholm might have furnished these
Advices from London state that Mr. Moran
was ever heard from again
Butler made at
personal injury ; that ho would specify that matters, he got his brother,who lived
least $1,000,000 in this way." The reply declinesthe appointment of Third Assistant do the deed, but that it was of bis own plan- wrong, and adduce evidence of its reality.
in a desert district in Finland, to make
ning.
states that a savings bank for the colored Secretaryof State.
Now it is understood he has resolved to retroops was establishedat Norfolk, Va., under
main reticent iu regard to his own family,but similar experiments, which he didfc and
A dispatch from Madrid conveys the startIt is understood that Secretary Bristow
the charge of the Quartermaster of the army,
will go into the general scandal.Iu other obtained a similar powder. In his
and the accounts w ere duly settled and vouch- contemplatesabolishing tho secret-service ling intelligencethat the Carlists have or- words, he will attempt to show that Beecher Arctic voyage the writer has met with
ers given.
corps of tho Treasury Department, and will dered one Spaniard shot for every shell outraged uot the Tilton, but sumo other like phenomena. The snow from floathousehold.
The We*t.
look hereafterto the various United States thrown at tho beleaguered city of Bilbao ...
ing ice has furnished on fusion a grayMarshal
Serrano
bos
brought
some
order
out
District
Attorneys
throughout
the
country,
to
TUE STATEMENT OF THEODORE TILTON.
Tub property destroyed in the late great
ish residue, consisting mostly of diadetect, arrest, and punish counterfeitersof of the confusion in Spain, and he has received
fire at Oshkosh, Win., was insured for
Mr. Tilton appeared before tho Beecher toms (whole or injured); but "the black
United States currency ____ The United States, private assurance that England, Germany,
$763,560.
after all, will make the first payment, under and Russia will soon join in recognizing the Investigating Committee on the evening of specks, a quarter of a millimeter in
Goldsmith Maid trotted & mile iu 2 min. 16 the treaty of Washington, to British subjects, Republic ____ It is announced from Cuba that July 20, and read a sworn statement in sub- size, contained metallic iron covered
whose claims were adjudicated by tho mixed the Spaniards have determinedto make no
with oxide of iron, and probably also
sec. at East Saginaw, Mich., on the 16th inst.
commission providedby that treaty. Con- further eff rt to suppress the rebellion iu tho stantiationof tho indefinite charges he hail
thinks, therefore, that
The time is the best on record.... Arrange- gress, at its last session, appropriated $1,900,- eastern portionof the island, but will abandon m&do againstMr. Beecher. He declared that carbon.
snow and rain convey cosmic dust to
ments for the grand temperance camp meet- 000 for that purpose, and the m«uey is now it entirelyto the insurgents.
Mr. Beecher,in the year 1868, deliberately
the earth, and invites further observaing at Battle Ground, lud , Aug. 18, 1'J and ready fur the claimants who were successful
The British Government has intimated its seduced his wife, Elizabeth R. Tilton,aud
20. are progressing. Speakers are engaged.
againsttho United States.
tion on the subject.
readiuess to accept the cession of tho Fiji maintained criminal relations with her ferthe
and it will bo an immense affair ____ An official
The balance in the Treasury Department, islands if it w as made unconditional,but that period of some two years, until tho act was
telegram from Fort Fred Steele. W. T., dated
discovered by Tilton and confessedby Mrs.
July 20, at tho close of business,was, in curIn Franco cocoons of a magnificent
the 17th inst., says that twenty Indians came
the sixteen conditions proposed by Fiji are Tiltou and afterward by Beecher himself ; that
red
are obtained by feeding the silkwithin one-half mile of the fort at 7 o’clock rency, $13,606,779; in coin, $3,767,337. The not f acceptable Tho Licensing bill has
Mr. Tilton, to ahield his own family, conyesterday morning and took the stock be- receipts from all sources since June bad passed the British Houso of Lords.... The
doned tho offense, aud abseutcl him- worms on vino leaves, and others of a
longing to the citizens. A telegramfrom been $14,500,000, while the disbursements fire in Galata, Turkey, was brought under
self from 1’lymouth Church; that deep emerald green, others of a beauFort Fetterman, W. T., says a six days’ scout during tho same period amounted to over control after raging six hours. About 200
Mr. Beecher wrote
letter to be tiful yellow, aud others again of violet,
in the vicinity of Laramie Peak found no $10, 000,000.... Gen. Shermau, in a late con- houses were destroyed.
shown to Tilton expressing the utmost ap- by feeding lettuce or white nettle. The
signs of Indians.
versation, said that, in his opinion, the Indian
The French Ministry has been partially re- prehension that he (Tilton)would not keep silk-worms should be fed on mulberry
Gen. Shebidam has applied to tho War De- problem could not be satisfactorily settled
tho secret, and revealing a state of utter
until the whole matter was placed under the constructed by the appointment of Baron ds despair on his own part, saying that the effort leaves while young, aud on the other
partment at Washingtonfor porraiisiou to use
control of the War Department. If the troops Chaband la Tour to bo Minister of tho Interior to maintain an outward ap[ earauceof serenity foods during the last twenty days of the
the Sixth Cavalry for offensive operation had the proper authorityto follow the maraudand M. Matbiew Bodet Minister of Finance. while accusations were multiplying against larva ttage.
againstthe Indians. He advocates generally ing Indians ou their reservations,aud sumhim. was destroying his life, and that death
an offensive policy as more effective and more manly punish them, it would go far toward This arrangement leaves the Bonapartista would be the most welcome of friendsto him ;
without
a
representative
in
the
Cabinet....
economical than a defensive one.... The Su- quelling these annual oiubreaks. He was
that neverthelessBeecher allowed Tiltou to
The Markets.
preme Court of Iowa has rendered judgment asked "if Custer’s command would be re- The Duke of Montebello is dead ; age, 73. . suffer under the imputation of a slanderer,a
Jules
Favrehas
married
an
Alsacian
refugee.
against the Iowa Land Company of Cedar called from the Black Hills expeditionin case
NEW YORK.
....Concha, Captain-General of Cuba, has is- liar. and a dog, causing him to be loaded Bkevbs .......................
Rapids for $35,000 for taxes, and penalty on a general outbreak along the frontier oc12J
with
public opprobriumand social ostracism ;
Carrollcounty lauds owned by the company. curred ?" He replied that it would uot. He sued a decree, to take effect Aug. 1, providing
Hoos—
Dressed
................
81(g)
8^
that further, he conspired with Mrs. Elizabeth
. .The California Grangers have commenced
would not say what would be his course iu that duties shall be paid as follows : fifty per B. Tilton, his wife, to complete his ruiu by Cotton ........................ 16i(§>
cent, in specie ; 25 per cent, in Spamsh^bank
loading new wheat for tho European market. case of such au outbreak.
perjury, and subornation of perjury; that Floub— Superfine Western ..... 4 90 @ 5 25
bills, with 100 per cent, added, and the reThe first vefsel. Star of Hope, for Liverpool,
The Secretary of War has acceded to the re- maining 25 per cent. iu bank bills at their finally Mrs. Tilton broke down under the Wheat— No. 2 ChlcoRO ......... 1 27 <® 1 28
will load at Vallejo The Grangers will sell
Winter Red Western..1 32 (5) 1 35
stings of a guilty conscience, and confesned
when the ships are full or when on the way quest of Gen. Sheridan, aud directed that In- nominal valno. Ou aud after the 1st nrox. that the testimony she gave before the In- Rye ..........................I 09 @
out.... The suspension bridge, nearly com- dians guilty of raiding Upon the settlers shall land taxes are to be paid in bank bills with advestigatingCommittee was false, and that it Corn .......................... 78J@ 85
pleted over Whitewater River, near Harrison, lie pursued and punished whereverfouud.... dition of 100 per ceut. The decree of June 4, was given at the instance of Mr. Beecher’s Oats— Western ...............69 (a 70
Ohio, built at the expense of Hamilton county, A denial comes from Washington of a rumor authorizingthe Spanish Bank to sell specie on lawyer, in order to save the cause of religion, Po»fc— New Mess .............20 25 (5) ..
Ohio, and Dearborn county, Indiana, and con- to the effect that “the Mexican Government account of the Treasury, to bo used iu pay- and finally that nothing could have prevailed Labd— Steam .................
12 (§)
necting the two States, fell into the river last his proposed to the Government of the United ment of duties, is annulled.
CHICAGO.
upon him (Tiltou) to make this statement exnieht owing to incomplete anchorage. The States, to cede to the latter all that portion of
In the French Assembly the Minister of cept Mr. Beecher’spublic challenge of the Bieyes— Choice Graded Steers. 6 00 © 6 25
bridge cost $60,000.
Choice Natives. ...... 5 65 (® 6 00
the Mexican territory lying north of a line of
Foreign Affairs said that it was impossiblefor truth of his letter to Dr. Bacon, by calling for
Good to*Primo Steers. 5 25 <® 6 50
The Chicago Common Council has passed Utitude drawn directly from the mouth of tho
an investigatiou.
Franco to hold aloof from the Brussels ConCows
and Heifers ..... 3 25 (g) 4 75
Rio
Graude
to
the
Pacific
ocean."
an ordinance declaringthat no more wooden
A New York dispatch dated July 21 says:
Medium to Fair ....... 4 75 <g) 5 40
gress, but the Government would undertake
buildingsshall be erected within tho limits of
General.
Inferior to Common .. 2 50 (g> 3 50
nothing in connectionwith it without the “The excitementexisting yesterday was in6 05 (» 6 55
the city.... A construction train on the Deconsent of the Assembly. The Government creased by the morning papers’ reports. It Hoos— Live ....................
The shore end of the new Atlantic cab
Floub—
Choice White Winter.. 8 00 @ 8 50
troit and Lansing railroad backed upon a tree
will insist on the exclusionof naval questions,
was successfully lauded July 15, at R;
did not subside ou the publication nf the
Red Winter ...........5 50 <£> 6 00
which had fallen across the track near Greeniu accordauce with the example of England
story, for not many saw it; but all those who
Beach, N. H. The cable of 1866 has also bee
ville, Mich., and, out of thirty men on board,
... .A recent article in the Madrid Impartial
Wheat— No. 1 Spring ......... 1 14
did were at once shocked, for few who read it
No. 2 Spnng ......... 1 121'g) 1 12J
seven were killed and sixteenothers injured. placed iu working order.
favoring Iberian union has developed strong
carefully but felt that it was the death-blow
No. 8 HpnnK ......... i 04 a)
....The boilers in the starch factory of Johnopposition
fo
the
project
in
Portugal.
Lisbon
An Escanaha (Mich.) dispatch of July
of
Beecher
and
the
downfall
of
Plymouth
Oobn-No. 2, .......
62if> 62i
son A Son at Madisou, lud., exploded recently,
advices state that the articles of the hnparsays: “Tho miners at the various ire
Church.
fatally injuring three persons. There was
Oats-No 2 ................... 50
52
cial were received there with great disfavor.
“ An analysis of tho whole statementby
not sufficientwater in the boilers. . .Reports mines iu the Ishpetningdistrict,Lake Si
. .Don Carlos has issued & manifesto, grantBy*— No. 2 ............. ....... 80
from California representtho harvest as pro- perior, inaugurated a strike for higher wag<
ing religious toleration, engaging not friends of Beecher loaves the most sanguine of Babley-No. 2 .................1 00} ? 1 01
gressing. The yield of grain is abundant- this mormug, and to-night work is con
to disturb the sales of church property them under the belief that it is not unanswer- Butter— Good to Choice ....... '22 <3 28
144
much larger than last season.... Oliver B. pletely suspendedin these mines. A rumi at present confiscated; promisinga repre- able. If the letters of Bescher to Moulton Boos— Fresh ..................14
are to be expla nod on any hypothesis short of POBE-Mess ..................
Frakes. a notorious desperado, was hanged that ore was iu bettor demand and commam
20 80 to 20 85‘
sentative but not a revolutionaiy governacknowledging
Beecher
and
Mrs.
Tilton
guilty
Lard .......................... 11 j 3
by vigilantes near Nevada City. Mo . lately ..... ing a higher pnee was the cause of the mov
ment; undertaking to restore the finances of
of adultery, tho rest, they claim, goes for
A diipatcli| from Camp Stambangh, Wvo. T
the country, and insuring liberty, so far as it
meut, but as there are but few mines tin
8T. LOUIh.
uothiug except as Tilton’s word, aud that is
July 16. says: “Capt. Bates met the have unfilled contracts, and many more thi
ih consistent with order. The manifesto conWheat— New Fall ............ 1 17 ® 1 20
not
held
very
high.
Oiie
of
his
best
friends
Arapahoes, and whipped them somutlv,cap- are anxious for some opportunity to cloi
cludes as follows : “ If the rebellion conOobn— No. 2 ...................
65
tured 23J ponies, and killed 25 Indians that down for awhile,it ib thought no great effo
tinues, wo shall stifle it with cannon. Those in former times said to-day that ho had lately Oats— No. 2 .................... 60 (5) 62
he counted. Lost two soldiers and two Sho- will be made to retain the meu or prevei
who reject our proffers of conciliation to- detectedTilton In three distinctlies, and had Barley-No.2 ................1 10 ® 1 121
lost all confidence iu his veracity. Other
shones killed and three wounded. Lieut them from striking." ____ A special to the S
day, will be compelled to submit to the law of
By*— No. 2 ....................1 00 @ 1 Oi
Young has flesh wounds in thigh— painful, Louis liepublicau from Carthage,Jaspi the conqueror to-morrow.".. .After a des- friends of Beecher, as well as this one, say Pork — Mess ..................
21 00 to) ..
but not dangerous. Capt. Bates returned to county, Mo., gives an account of the blowin
perate fight and a gallant defense, the Carl- that all of Beecher’s letters are explainable Labd .....................
..... Ilf®
consilient
with
his
honesty,
and
Mr.
Oliver
Brown, but left again on the l:lth to strike a up and burning of the load smelting furnai
ists captured tho city of Cuenca, the garriHoos .....................
5 25 w 5 75
Johnson, managing editor of Beecher’s paper,
party reported in the vicinity. Capt. Gordon of S. Picher,near Johlin,Mo., by a mob <
son being obhged to surrender.. .The death
Cattle ........................
4 50 ($ 6 00
left this post with his company yesterday,to enraged miners, who thus sought revent
sentencepronounced against Dockray has to-day said that the confession and apology
CINCINNATI.
was obtained under circumstanceswhich would
be in striking distance iu case Capt. Bates for some fancied wrong iu connection with tl
been commuted to ten years' imprison meut by
Wheat....; ...................1 in <s> i 18
needs assistance."
President Serrano, at the instance of Captain- give it another meaning when Beecher spoke. Oobn .......................... 07 (W
royalty oj black jack, whioli royalty bad bee
69
Many
assert still that Beecher will demolish
The State Board of Equalization of Iowa rnised by the proprietor of the furnace.., Gei.erul Concha .. Geu. Quesada and staff, the whole story Nevertheless, groat efforts Oats ...........................58
68
of tho Cuban army, Lave arrivedat Kingston,
Rye ..........................1 00 @ 1 03
have completedtheir assessment for State The four great trunk lines leading from No
have beeu making by his frieuusto avoid the
Jamaica. Their destination is uukuowu.
York to the West— the New York Central an
PoBE-Mess .............
20 00 <g)
sabmission of this paper.
purposes. The valuation was fixed at $372.- Hudson River, Erie, Ponnsylvauia, and Balt
Labd .................... ..... 11}^
“ Bon Butler’s aid was invoked, and he made
794,534, and the tax at 2 mills on the dollar, more and Ohio railroads—have made an agrei
MILWAUKEE.
‘Some ope who has grown gray-headed efforts so finitless that to-day he denies all Wheat— No. 1 ................1 18}® 1 19
aggregating $745. 589 -an increase of $7,811 meut to observe the following regulations
participation in tho matter. The committee
ns he has watched whereof he affirms
ovnr the tax of 1878.... The Lafayette (Ind.) First— Free passes or tickets of any kind wi
1 16 ® 1 16}
No. 2 .................
to-day have been in secret se slou, evidently
papor-millwas destroyed by fire June 21. The uot be issued to any officerfor the purpose <
that it is easier to go through the eye of having found Tilton’s statement more astound- Cobh— No. 2 ................... 02
62}
fire was caused by the falling of a coal-oil influencingtraffic. Second— Return tickei
50 (o> 52
a needle than for womankind to discard ing than anticipated. The committee have Oato-No. 2 .................
lamp from its place on the wall and breaking. will not bo sold at less than full passengi
pretty things and “style” upon utili- sufferedunder the imputation of being wholly Rye— No. 1 ..................... 93
The night force, with blankets, smotheredtho rates to live-stock drovers.Third— Pus set
. 1 05 ® 1 06
Barley No. 2 ..................
in Beecher’sinterest, but they proclaim their
tarian grounds.
fire, and returned to work ; hut the fire had
ger agents are not allowed to issue fre
TOLEDO.
impartiality.To-day oue of them said that
caught through between the lining and the passes, aud all passes now in their hands ai
Wheat— Amber Michigan ...... 1 17 ® 1 18
Mr. Beecher had been going about for year
weatherboardtng,and before discovered was revoked. Fourth— The established throng
As an instance of the value of fish with
No. 2 Rod ............1 15 & 1 15}
a hook in his nose, and it was time i
beyond control. The mill and machinery passenger-rates,adopted by tho General Pai
69 T*
Corn .......................... 68
as brain food, Dr. Weatherbee says came out, even if the nose was broken."
were completely destroyed.Loss, $30,000; songer and Ticket Agents’ 'Association, wit
37
37}
Oats
.........................
that ichthyophagietribes, when once
insurance, $16,000....Appreh€U ions of In- full projmrtions,will be collected ou aJ
DETROIT.
civilized
and
Christianized,
become
dian depredations on the line of the Union through tickets of every class. Fifth-Oul
Four sisters of tho late Thomas Wheat— Extra .................1 48}® 1 49}
Pacific are entertained.. . .Iu tho United States 100 pounds of baggage will be transporte
more active of intellectthan inland Dunham, of New York, living at MarNo. 1 .................1 35 ® 1 36
Court at Spring field, HI.. Judge Treat has froe upon each ticket sold, and a
69
70
beef- eater s.
Corn
.....................
tha’s Vineyard, get $120,000 each from
iNsned a temper irv iu junction restrainingthe excess iu weight will be charged for at tari
57
58
his
Collectors along the line of the Terre Haute rates. An allowance of 250 pounds is mad
CLEVELAND.
Tennessee has about $400,000 in
and 8t. Louis railroad from eolbeting the tax to transcontinental passengers. SixthWheat— No. 1 Red ............1 16 ® 1 17
State warrants
outstanding,a
The M. E. church has about 450 preresulting from the taxation of the capital Sum mor excursion route tickets to plaoes c
No. 2 Red ............. 1 13 @ 1 14
took, and also restrainingtho officers of tho public resort only may bo sold only in Jam
floating debt of about 8150,000, and siding elders, supported at an aggregate
company from paying the tax.
Jidy, August, and September, at rates base
64
a bended debt of about $24,000,000.
cost of about $500,000.
4
.................. 62
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Tho MillionaireForger,

i Great Blast— Hell Gate

Piy of Newspaper Men.

[From tbe Virginia City Enterpriie.l

The suppression of half our daily pathe California pers would jpreatly advance the cause of
Legislaturein condoning the offenses of journalism in the United States. Five,
The reoeut action of

millionaire forger and robber, six, seven daily papers in a city of less
Harry Meiggs, has led to an overhaul- than 100,000 inhabitants ! Some of

the

ing of the tiles of old journalsin order these have a corps consisting of one into ascertain the exact nature of his dividual; and where there are three
cruaei The Sacramento Daih/ 'State persons employed, tho piqier fouls itself
Journal, of Oct. 11, 1854— a paper entitled to some rank in the World of
loufj since extinct— containing the fol- journalism.One consequence is that
lowing
two-thirdsof the working journalists in
"The frauds committed by Harry the country receive less than the wa^es
Meiggs are supposed to amount to two of good mechanics ; and auothur conseWarrants quence is that tho daily press, published
and a half million dollars. Wan
on the treasury of San Francisco have in the midst of an intelligent people, is
been forged to the amount of one sometimes a daily miracle of calumnious
million. Stock of the California.Lum- inanity. Falsehood and folly in daily
ber Company, of which he was Presi- papers are, I repeat, not so much an
dent, to the amount of 850,000, was also evidence of depravity as of poverty.
forged, and the signatures of different Intelligenceand character are costly ;
business houses to notes for over $50,- frivolity and recklessness are cheap.
000 have been forged.
The incessant abuse of individuals is
“ He failed for $800,000, and owed a one of the few resources of an empty
number of bills, which made up in the mind. It can not discuss principles;
aggregate $2,500,000. In his opera- it cannot communicate knowledge ; it
tions he was very shrewd. Ho took all cannot enliven by wit and good humor;
classes in his ravenous maw. From the nothing remains to it but to assail charhighest to the lowest, the rich and the acter.
poor, the washerwoman, the banker,
And even where tho decorums of tho
and the millionaire ; ho paid his re- press are strictly observed,we find in
spects to all. None were too small for the columns of newspapers which are
his accommodating genius, none too struggling for life amazing exhibitions
great for his practice. From the bank- of helpless ignorance. The nauseating
ers he borrowed money by giving forged trail of $15 a week is seen all over them,
Comptroller’s warrants on the city as a reign of that agonizing contest for excollateralsecurity to double the istence which goes on wherever teu are
amount, and even offered to pledge trying to subsist upon means sufficient
them at 25 cents on the dollar. From for five. And really, when I look down
the others ho raised money on forged tho long pay-roll of a complete newspanotes on business firms, and from clerks per establishment, I am inclined to
and mechanics ho borrowed on his word woniler that such a large number of
or own note.
daily papers acquit themselves credita:

;

>

The Vernacularin Edinburgh.
Speaking of the names of things, this
morning, 1 asked a conductor (uo person here could possible understand
what such a term means, so I will say
guard) three times : “ Will this car
go through to Durham without change ?”
Each time he said : 44 Beg-paw-don ” in
such a way as to express, “Explain
what you mean,” when a young New
Yorker said: “Ho means carriage.”
Then the intelligentguard said 44 Oh,
yes, if you go right through.” In Dubin I asked a policeman if he could tell
me whether I could find a drug store
near by, and he said, 44 Ok, yis ; plenty
cf ’em about— nothing so pleantayful,”
and he directed me to a shop, which,
having entered, I found to be a ginshop.” With the same success I asked
a very respectable-looking old gentleman the question, and he pointed out a
shop licensed to sell 44 spirits.” When
I told him that I wanted to get some
soap, ho said, “Perhaps you wish to
find a medical hall ?” So I did. After
an early breakfast on Sunday morning
last in Glasgow I wished to look around
the city some time before morning Fervice at the cathedral. Not a cab or
vehicle of any kind was to be found,
but near the hotel I discovered a horserailroad track. Seeing no cars coming,
:

I

asked a gentleman passing whether

the“ horse-cars ” ran on Sunday, and he
said “Not much ; that one could get
one now and then if he wished it very

much.”. Wishing one very much, I
watched the road for about a quarter of
an hour, and not a car came in sight.
Then came by a policeman, whom I
asked the same question,and he replied
that “horse-cars ” were rarely seen on
the street, but if I had a necessity for
one, I might get it, not on the street,
but at the livery stable ! 44 What do
you mean ?” said I ; 44 do not cars run
on this rail on Sunday?” “Oh! you
mane the carriages on the tramway
Nay, mon, the cawrs dinna mn on the
tramway on the Sawbath 1” These
benighted Scots thought I meant cabs,
•or something of the kind.*— //Cffcr in St.
Louis Democrat.
.

to afford onequarter the expenditure which excellence
costs. In New York, where alone in tho
United States newspaper offices exist in
which poor-devilism has been extirpated, the editorial force of a daily paper,
fully equipped consists of about 50 individuals, of whom at least 12 receive
compensationwhich uppi caches that of
the lower grades of the other liberal
professions. The press has advanced
so far iu this one city of the Western
continent that a competent and welltrained journalist receives as large a
compensation as a lawyer, doctor or
clergyman of the fourth rank, and nearly enough to pay the rent of a small
house iu a second-rate neighborhood.
This is u considerableadvance from the
time when Horace Greeley let Mr.
Raymond leave the Tribune rather
than add $5 to his weekly stipend of
§20.
The editor-in-chief of a New York
daily paper of the fijst rank receives
from $4,000 to $8,000 a year, with tho
assistanceof a short-hand reporter, and
the use of a cab. His leading assistants
loceive about half as much. In Loudon, as Mr. James Giant informs us,
the establishedsalary of the editor of a
morning paper— always exceptingthe
princely Times— in 1,000 guineas a year.
—James Parian, in Harper's Magazine
for July.

in having $225,000 appropriatedfor
East river improvements. More than
$100,000 oi this sum is needed for the
removal of the rocks near Harlem, and
Diamond afid Comities reefs are also to
be provided for out of this appropriation. Tho sum to be expended on the
Hell Gate work has not yet been determined. If the whole appropriation
could be applied to it, the work would
speedilybe completed to the point of
blowing up the ten feet crust of rock
which is superincumbent between the
waters and the tunnels underneath.
These tunnels are a triumph of engineering well worthy of study. They
commence with a great shaft or hole
sunk on the Long Island shore, protected by a coffer-dam,from which teu

main tunnels or headings radiate.
These headings are intersected by what
are termed galleries, forming semi-concentric rings about the grand shaft.
Up to tho time of the suspension of
work last November, about 1,000 lineal
feet of excavation bad been made during the fiscal year, leaving between 500
and 600 feet for the completion of the
tunnels. The columns of rock left to
support the river bed are to be reduced
to the smallest size consistent with
safety, and this, with the completion
of the tunneling,will be the work for
this year.

Brevet Maj. -Gen. John Newton, United
States array, has the general supervision of the work, but practically it is
left to the management of Capt. William H. Huer, of the Corps of Engineers, an officerof great experience in
this kind of engineering.It was under
his directionthat the famous Blossom
Rock in San Francisco Bay was successfully mined and blown to fragments.

The improvements in Columbia

heart not only knows its own
bitterness,but is far more intimately
acquainted with it than the well-intentioned persons who, by their kindly endeavors to solace the woes of their
friends, often add a double pungency
to the pangs that excite their compassion. There are troubles in life which
are best treated with silence, so impossible it is to offer to the victims any
consolationlikely to be of any service.
A trouble of this nature lias, according
to the Builder, lately befallen an unfortunate workman at the Gilesgate
tannery, who, tfie other night, while
pioceeding, with the aid
a
light from
horn lanh rn,

of

a

tan-yard, suddenly
tumbled down into ona of the pits,
and, having by the accident lost his
light, was unable for some time to extricate himself from his unpleasant
position. At last, however, he managed

Thare are people whozo ouly but si make blunders, and whozo only virtue is to apoloness iu life seems to bo to

gize

It is a

common

sympathy for

5 minnits.

min do.
The grate ambishun ov most men iz
to hav more muuuy at interest than
their imburs.

off! s.

I humbly submit tho three following
same.
3. Two pounds of sulphate of iron reazons for not being a Spiritualist:
1st. I find enuff iu the common realiin crystals ; their eflect lasted two days.
ties of life to employ all mi time and
4. Sulphate of copper, the same.
5. Sulphurous acid in solution rap- talent*.
2d. I never knu onny good to cum
idly lost its effects, and was exceedingly irritating to the respiratoryor- from it, but have kuowu enny quantity
of evil.
gans.
3d. I have seen all the things that
6. Two pounds of impure c&rbolio
acid filled the house for two days with spiritualists do better done by profeshsuch a disagreeable smell that it was ional nekromansen*, and it is more
impossible to tell whether tho original agreeable to me to be beat bi an admitted lie than a pretended truth.
odor was destroyed or covered up.
Bho me what a man dispizes in others
7. Two pounds of sulphate of iron in
a parchment-sack exerted a disinfecting and, as a general thing, I kan sho yu
influence for three full days, and when what he haz got tho most ov himself.
It requires a thoroly kultivatedman
the parchment-sack was drawn up it
to
fully appreshiate wit, or even humor.
contained ouly some dirty, odorless
Thare iz a grate deal ov genius amung
fluid.
8. Two pounds of the best chloride men that is like the genius ov a goose
of calcium in the parchment-sack dis- —nothing kuu beat them at standing on
infected the out-house for at least Dine one leg.
One ov tho beet ways to kultivatethe
days.
genius
ov a infant iz to set him down in
In conclusion,to sum up the points
the
middle
of the floor, and giv him a
1. It is useless to attempt to disingold
kronometer
and a tak hammer to
fect the atmosphere ; and therefore
play with.
great wire should be exercisrd to deIt iz a grate art to liv in idleness and
stroy, as far as possible, tho poison
keep
out ov mischief.—
Hillings.
germs as soon as they leave the body.

.

:

2.

Copperas is

the most available dis-

infectant for ordinary purposes

;

tain cases (chiefly for water

closets)

iu cer-

chloride of calcium is very good.
3. Carbolic acid is no* disinfectant,
but antiseptic, and, on account of its
odor, is very disagreeable; further, it is
not efficientas some other substancis
for the purpose of killing disease
germs, and for the purifying of cholera
discharges, either a mixture of corrosive Fublimate and Laburraque’ssolution or copperas in solution of powder
is to be preferred.
;

river

following
:

old horses.

practice in this country

make old horses break the colts and
too often work with them for years. It
is hard for an old horse to work with a
colt or a young, active horse. Old

men,

grate amblshnn ov most wimmin
wear bettor clothes than other wim-

The
is to

2. Snlphute of copper in solution, tho

to

horses, like old

them.

People ov very strong momorys are
apt
tew hav but very little originality.
here transcribed.
Mere tu limit haz its day, but genius,
1. Two pounds of sulphate of iron in
solution.After from two or three hours like a diamond, glitters to the last.
If yu want to. find out justexacly
all bad smell had disappeared ; but iu
twelve hours all tho iutlueuce of the how mean and dishonest yu hav alwus
been, get a nomiuashun and mn for an
disinfectantwas lost.

Abuse of Old Horses.

A correspondenthas the

for

I Hod a grate deal ov religion that
gits drodphull pins in 80 seconds, and
then gets nicely over it in jutt about

results'ure so interesting that they are

letin.

1 feel a deep

The

down the

Sopc Bubble*.

navigation were also supervised by him.
He is able to demonstrate to a mathematical certainty that when the excavations are completed, the grand blast of
nitro-glycerinewill so effectually shatter the reef that vessels will have at
least twenty-six feet xd water at low
The Busiues* Outlook.
tide. The entrance to New York harbor
through the sound saves vessels from
For the first time within remembrance,
Europe from 300 to 600 miles of sailing, all the commercial journalsof the counand the benefit of the Hell Gate im- try unite in predicting a more cheerful
provement to coastwise mariners is be- future for business affairs. At any rate
yond computation.— PhiladelphiaPul- merchants have some cause for con-

Altered Man.

dim

An Available Disinfectant.

Up.

suitableremarks on this topic

An

Blown

Owing to its cheapness tho impure
sulphate
of iron, ordinarilyknown os
In July, 18G9, at Hell Gate, was begun the work of honeycombingthe gneiss copperas, is the most available subnick, which may be called the trysting stance known as a disinfectant for
place of the tides, because the tides sewage, out-houses, etc. Tho common
from Sandy Hook and those from Long mistake is not using it iu sufficient
Island Sound meet there and embrace. quantity.
Tho value of sulphate of iron does
This work, tardily begun and tardily
prosecuted, is to be resumed in a few not rest, it must be remembered, upon
days, having been suspended in No- theory only, but upon experiment. In
vember last, owing to the exhaustion of February, 1878, Albert Eckstein pubappropriations. The industry and im- lished an account of his attempts to
portunity of some of the New York disinfect cm out house which was used
members of the late Congress resulted daily by one hundred persons, and tho

“His exodus was as remarkable as bly without being able
his ‘operations.’He purchased his
vtescl, got her cleared by his faithful
captain for 4 ports in the Pacific,’ bidlasted her with the spoils of a city,
equal in their extent to those of many
nations in former days ; gathered his
family and friends around him, and
went ‘down to the sea’ unmolested,
laughing at his dupes. He left his
family mansion as it was, with its carpets and paintings,and penciliugs and
curtains ; with its ottomans and tete-atetes, and g.dden fishes and birds of the
brightest plumage ; with its servants
unpaid, perhaps, and its wines and its
oils and its spices ; on a family excursion to San Muteo, as he said ; to far-off
lands, as his creditors say. He went
prepared for a two-years"siege. He
went prepared for peace or war ; with
munitions of war in ample store. He
went prepared to conquer or purchase
a dukedom. And all this at the expense of Kan Francisco business men.
The loss of these men is not regretted
as much as the manner of losing it. But
still he is a poor wanderer on the face
of the earth, with the brayd of Cain
upon his brow. Ho can have no peace
his evil deeds will haunt him wherever
he may go.' He will be shunned by so
ciety. With all his ill-gotten wealth he
will find the way of the transgressor
hard.”
And simply because this man has
been successfulin investinghis $2,500,000, which he robbed from others, the
CaliforniaLegislature,by one sweeping
act, obliterates all the indictments
pending against him. Such legislation
is well calculatedto bring the law into
contempt, for no one will contend that,
had Meiggs been unsuccessful in South
America, there would have been any
one in the Legislature of that State to
have drafted an act similar to the one
just passed.

to be

ore often capable

of performing more hard work than
some young ones, who can beat them for
an hour or more. The old man wants
to take a moderate jog, andean hold out

then trot back. It does not injure him
as much to do heavy work with slow
motion as to do light jobs at the last
gait. Agaiu, the old horse requires
more time to eat his meals and rest his
nerves., Of all animals the horse is the
worst abused. Although he has been
our faithful and profitable servant,
yet in bis old age the lash is applied to
force out his yeuthful vigor. The older
he grows the more he feels the lash.
He is often turned out doors to give
place to the colts. Too often the neglect and abuse he is subject to, because
he is a little old, results iu greater loss
than is made up iu the care of young
horses. The last part of a horse’s life
may be more profitable, if rightly used,

let it

remain for

six hours, at the

expira-

of which time, directly under tho
surface oi the blister, can be seen the
felon, which can be instantly taken out
tion

with the point of a needle or a lancet.
Dr. Simon, of Lorraine,adopts a means
of stopping boils and furuncles which
he declares iLfulliblo.As soon aa he
perceiveson any Dart of the surface the
charaoteristicrcun
ness of varying form
and* size, with a culminatingpoint in
the center which soon passes from red
to white, he puts in a saucer a thimbleful of camphorated alcohol, dips the
palmar sui face of the three middle fingratulationthat matters cannot by any gers in the liquid, and gently rubs the
possibility be worse than they have been inflamed surface, especially the central
during the past six months. A careful portion. This is repeated eight or ten
inspection of the crop reports can times, each time for about half a minute. The surface is then allowed to bescarcely fail to convince the most skeptical that the hopes based on a plentiful come quite dry. and a slight coating of
supply of all kinds of produce, have camphoratedolive oil is applied, to prevent tho evaporation of the alcohol.
surely some foundation. From oil parts
of the Union tho news is particularly Boils or furunclesseldom require over
good iu this respect, while in far-off four applications, and often a single one
California they expect a crop almost is enough to cause them to diy up and
sufficient,as it were, to supply the whole disappear. When several applications
world with food. Some contend that are needed, they should be made at insuch au extraordinaryproduct will work tervals— say morning, midday amt evenonly to our disadvantage.We say, by ing. Tho Fiim-i treatment is equally
no means ; cheap living makes good successful in whitlow and all other intimes and is their necessary accompani- juries of tho tips of the fingers. As
ment. Money, the moving power, also soon as tho pain aud redness are perbids fair to be remarkably easy, already ceived in the finger, it should be soaKed
in camphoratedsweet oil. The relief is
in the Eastern markets it has become a
drug, and business men west feel its immediate, and three applicationsgengood influence through the liberalitv erally effect a perfect cure.

day ; but a little immoderate exertion for a few minutes unstrings him
perhaps all day. An old horse driven
at the top of his speed for a few miles,
spoils the days journey. The old horse
should not haul his load to town and of Eastern creditorswith regard to
all

Cnre for Felons and Boils.
The Loudon Lancet tells how to cure
a felon. As soon as the disease is felt,
put directly over the spot a fly-blister
about the size of your thumb-nail, and

col-

While we do

War.
were stealthily

Arbitration vs.

lections.
not predict an unusual-

ly good fall trade,

we

think we can safe-

A lynx and

a wildcat

approaching from opposite directionsa

no dozing pheasant. The lynx, however,
Jour- was rather before the wildcat, and had
but jnst seenrfed his prey, when his rival

ly say that business will be such that

one can justly complain.— Dtfroif
nal o/ Commerce.

put in an appearance, and the following
angry discussiontook place
Comets.
to land, and without loss of time hurWildcat — 44 How dare you poach on
ried home to his own cottage. The
Kepler said comets were as plenty as my ground ? I’ve lived here all
11 my
n life,
door was opened for him by his wife,
fish in the ocean. Arago calculated that and, that bird's mine.”
but alas, so terriblychanged was his
within the orbit of Neptune there were
Lynx—" I don’t care. I caught it,
appearancethat she at first failed to
17,500,000.Herschel reckoned the num- and I mean to eat it.”
recognize her husband. The skin of
ber of those visible by the help of tho
Wildcat—" You shan’t.”
the tanner is now, it is stated, stained a
telescope at 25,000. Of the 200 reIjynx—" I will.”
dark green morocco color by his imcorded, and the 600 noted in ancient
A terriblestruggle then took place,
mersion in the liquor, aud so strong is
annals, only about forty have had their but although they both fought desthe tan that, in all probability, “ the
periods of revolution determined. Some perately for a long time, it proved to be
man will die a bookbinder'sgreen.” tlrau the first part.
comets are the largest objects in the a drawn battle.
Let us hope that this anticipationmay
There is more comfort and less dan- solar system, surpassing even the sun
The wildcat then said, 44 Suppose we
not be realized,aud that, by dint of
ger in working old horses. We under- in volume. The comet of 1811, which call in the lion, and accept arbitration
soap and water, and perseverancein
stand them and they understand us ; will return when the Capitol at Wash- in the matter ?”
scrubbing, the closing volume of this
and we should 1>« willing to conform iu ington is as old os the Pyramids of
“ Agreed,” said the lynx.
sad story may be of less disagreeable
some measure to their wishes. It would Egypt, measured at the diameter of its
Just fancy their mutual chagrin when
hue than the first ; but, iu the mean
be more humane as well as profitable to luminous nucleus more than 400 miles, they found that in the verv thickestof
time, the case, as regards both the man
use them ns they should he aud as lo«g the diameter of its coma 112,000 miles, the fight a neighbor had slipped unoband his wife, is almost beyond the
as it would pay, and then take them out the length of its tail 112,000,000 miles.
served away with the prize.
range of human sympathy.— Pa/f Mall
and shoot them down. But the practice Yet the hugest of them all is perhaps
“ O,” said the lynx, 44 why didn’t we
Gazette.
is to knock them about as much as they outweighedmany thousand fold by the think of that arbitration and mutual
will bear to pay well, aud then trade tiniest asteroid.
concession before the battle ? We have
Self-Relianceof Southern W dows.
them of! to some more inhuman wretch
gained nothing by the war ; we have
Bill Whaley’s Team.
lost what we fought about, and inflictThe Macon Telegraph and Messenger than ourselves. The old servant has
Bill Whaley, who recently died in ed injuries on ourselveswhich may take
tells of two charming southwestern gone among strangers, and he receives
no sympathy iu his last extremity. We Fayette County (Pa.) Poor House, a long timo to heal. Yes, it is certainGeorgia widows, ns follows :
Mrs. William Harden, of Randolph do not blush to say that a man who has formerly drove a stage-coach between ly better to settle differences by arbitracounty, Georgia, who buried her hus- enjoyed the profits and pleasuresof a Uniontown and Morgantown, in that tion rather than by war.”
band about a year since, and was left good horse, as long as he was profita- State. He wouldn’t own a horse that
with a helpless brood of yourg children, ble, and then shoves him off among in- had more than enough skin to cover his
Safety
Anesthetics. —If the
superintending her farm in person, has human jockeys, is an inhuman, treach- bones, and through which the moral force cf statisticsbe of any value, ether
raised an abundance of corn and meat erous and suspicious friend. The man law could not be read. His animals appears, beyond question, to bo the
for her family the present season, aud who does so without regard to how the were queer geometrical puzzles-*-com- safest anfflHhetic.
combining
now has one of the most promising crops horse may be cared for, is, in my esti- binations of angles, right, obtuse and American and Biitish data relating to
iu that county. She is young and pret- mation, of a suspicious character; and acute. One day he came driving into this question,the result shows concluty »nd would prove a capital prize for I never see horses abased so as to excite Uniontown at full speed, and just as he sively that chloroform is eight times as
Boms clever fellow, frovided he could pity but my sympathies ire directedto drew up in front of the hotel one of his dangerous as a mixture of chloroform
the mau’s wife and childrenalso, if he horses dropped dead. “That was a and ether, and, as far aa experience
win her.
very sudden death,” remarked a by- goov, it is more dangerous than bichloThe same lady has another widowed '-has them.
stander. “Sudden?” replied Capt. ride of methylene. The repoit of the
sister, Mrs. L
, beautiful and winning in person, who, by the labor of
The Colored Methodist Episcopal Bill. 44 That horse died in Smi Aland, London ChloroformCommittee apher own unaided fingers, has reared and Church in America has four Bishops, 15 nine miles from here ; but I never let pointed to investigate this subject,
well-nigh completed the education of annual conferences, 607 traveling him down until 1 got in town.”
states that not ouly is ether less danger:

of

By

-

Cork jackets for boilers are said to three promising children.
preachers,74,699 members, 535 Sunday
reduce the amount of wasted power,
Deferentiallyand with the profound- schools, 1,102 teachers,49,955 scholars,
A Delaware man, arrested for murand lower the temperature in the en- est admiration we uncover in the pres- a monthly paper with 1,500 subscribers, der, proved that on that night, and at
gine-room some twenty degrees. At ence of these noble women and. com- and a book-store.It is endeavoring to the hour of the murder, he was at home
the end of a year’s use they appear to mend their example to the daughters of establish a school for the education of mauling his wife, and this fact saved
Georgia.
be as sound as ever.
its young ministers.
him. A word to the wise, and so forth.

.

____ -

•

.....

..

iiv

__

_

______

...

ous than chloroform,but that

with
every care, and the most exact dilution
of the chloroform vapor by the most
skillful hands, the state of insensibility
may pass in a few moments into one of

imminent death.

•
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of

NE
Editor.

provukil, he

then believed what he now

pretends.

keeps up un incessant praise

It

-

about the “euphony” of the beautiful

Saturday, July 25.

mother tongue, and follows

up by pub-

it

lishing the proposed constitutionin the

Kngluh language, and afterwards

Another “ Hogle-Preain.”
Preceded by

a

statementthat

that

not in

said editor is a Hollander— as though this

lishes an article,

last

which

is

Dutch. To say

the least, here is a

“euphony.”Not satisfied with
throwing mud at home, it starts out

Monday, pub- abroad and becomes

pretended to be

HE5BER

'
,

.

.

.

Established

.

lack of

fact was not generally known and admit-

ted— the GrondiMt, of

criticises

the notion of our common Council for
paper publishingits proceedingsin English and

this

0. Van Schelven, and

is edited by

THIS SPACE BELONGS TO

coul(1 have been of great serIvice ^ hi8 counlrymcn in tlifg respect,

in

Proprietor of

tti*»

-W

,

“CITY DRUG STORE,”

New York from 1845-1857.
A Change

H

L S

A.

In Michigan since 1857.

°

of Programme Each Week.

ridiculous besides;it

takes to task the congregationof the Rev.

TO THE EUBXjXO:

one that appeared in H. D.Oanse, on Fifth Avenue, New York,
of the News, wherein we for building a lecture-roomat a cost of
requested our Board of Education to $35,000, insinuating that the money might
I st*u ill tins week’s city papers, a long article from one of our other Druggists. The aragain teach the Holland Language in the
be spent to better advantage.
ticle goes to prove that the Druggist is competent to prepare prescriptions,but he carefully
Public Schools, stating the grounds on
The above are only a sample of the gc^
which our request was based. This arti- cral drift and present character of that pa- omits saying anything about the Fifty Dollars. The doctor by signing the article insinuates
to prove, he did
cle is thereupon used by the editor of per. We publish them for the informa- that he did not say, what I have offered
that ex-liberalorgan, as a pretext for an attion of all concerned. We want our isay. As the doctor is the only person who has said anything detrimental concerning this
tack against ««. Before proceeding with
people to know what course the organ on druggist, his article applies to the doctor only.^ Why is it that the doctor told me in the preshis treatise however, he again tells his River Street pursues for promotingthe
ence of witnesses, that “ he could not trust this druggist to prepare his prescriptions, because
readers that we are a Hollander. The reppeace and the; unity of the people. We
he did not understand his business, that he In* was not competent and he should be afraid of
etition of this, it being the only honorbelieve it is proper that the business men
able statement in the entire article, we j *,louId undentan(1 bis, inasmuch as it is serious mistakes, and under no consideration would he send his patients to his store.” But
a translation of the

the last issue

HUNDRED DOLLARS

FIVE

,

consider as complimentary,although other-

1

gtinera||ycon8jdcred that a

newspaper is

mark the change, for the doctor now considers him competent. Has the Fifty Dollars influenced himi I have been very careful not to say or write anything about this druggist, his

wise intended, and we regret exceedinglyj morc or |ess a representative of the charthat self-respect forbids us i» return the

|

compliment.

^

actcr 0f

population.We

ceedingly that

Our readers

will no doubt recollectwhat

wo

regret ex-

business, or his business qualifications;but at all times,

cannot place, next

to

at

I

with the laws of the land, could be

sistent

adduced, none would be stronger. No exception is taken to our position,

only

the

ground on which we favor it.

And

for

River Street launches out in

a

i

column

exhausting his set phrases

of

of

was through the

the

.

fire

,

of 1871, lest they should testify against
him now.

We

our colleague on

this difference in motive,

cle,

OrondtMt, even if it

files

have

a right to

presume that in

n

mmm'
We

!

prepared at

tn “
do

not entertain the

arti-

“unde-

Gron'hcet, lias an object in

view; and we

'

,

which

since the last charter-electionhave characterized that once able and fearlessjournal.

As
u

stated by us in a previous issue,
Since then it has

Ilogit has got it b<ul."

grown worse and
it

His case

is

similar to the Beecher-Tiltonscandal, in
this, that the general inquiry

iff

We

schemcs he will
mean an attempt

fail.
for

will give the

was, What

symptoms, and

the public decide what it

is,

in

let

and also whe-

The

any

tain or to follow

first

is

pSIS

that in our opinion he

would have been
more successful if during the past, lie

had

.

»<•

. ....

lands. If, instead of

giving them a regu-

1

remarks made by Mr. Coland beauty of the mother tongue, its literfax and his eulogiesupon the Dutch, ature and authors would not have been
should make its editor the last man to find heard from week to week, at least the nefault, prodded, he is as sincere towards
cessity would not have been so urging.
in fact the very

be.

In

How

long the Ilollanu language will yet

attackedone of the

be used amongst the people here, is a
contributors to De Hope, who without any
question we would not attempt to solve.
comments of his own, gave an impartial It is entirelydepending upon circumstan
statementof an oration delivered by Mrs. ces, and tin* law of supply and demand.
Stanton,in favor of woman-suffrage.

It

The

less

there is said about this, the

bet-

sneered at the Commencement exercises of ter; as far as we are concerucd, we have
Hope College, the Alma Mater of this un- expressed ourselves on the subject ami
grateful graduate; instead of addressing
an encouraging word to the

young men

of

the graduating class, just starting out ou
life’s

journey, he prefers to find

fault,

will let matters take their natural course.

But while we are about

it,

we would

in-

form the editor of the Qrondicet that

as

early as 1804, the question of teaching the

chargingsome with a want of originality Holland language in the Union School of
ami ridiculed the whole ns though it were
this city was voted down by the people at
a farce, and in winding up its ungenerous
their annual school mecilng, and again at
remarks, dragged in the President of the
a special meeting held a few weeks afterInstitution,involving him in the question
wards. This was long before the editor
of woman-suffrage. In noticing the selection of Judge Littlejohn,for our orator on
the Fourth of July

last, it

attempted to

re-

vive that old school question, lugging

it

in, in the most unnatural manner. In
. giving an account of the

festivities of that

day which was so successfully and

satis-

factorily celebrated, and for want of a

fit-

ting subject for its venon, it deemed

it

proper to state that the Reader of the De-

of the tfrow/wW had commence J his

la-

mentationsabout the “euphony, etc.”
Before parting with our colleague, on
this subject, we will

enough to

muster up courage
toll him that we are in doubt

whether it

is policy or

principlethat actu-

ates him in pursuing this course. We

hope

is principle, and in tiiat case

|t

owes the people whose favors lie

is

lie

now

courting, an apology for his past conduct.

Grand Unless he does this, it will spoil the “ euthe Grand Lodge of Freemaphony” of his career. And now as reState, thus attemptingto play
gards his treatise on Dutch patriotism, we

claration of Independence,was also

Chaplain of
sons of this

upon the prejudices of some
It

keeps up

a

of our people.

will state that his atlaeks are so general,

systematic sneering at the

that we cannot see where they strike,if
Holland population in this vicinity bethey strike at all. The poetry-partof it
cause they didn’t gave King William III,
might sound well, if set to music and sung
of Holland, a present on the celebration
by Hogie, but as it is now, it’s not approof his quarter-centennial reign, and lauds
pliate. If it has any meaning at all, it dea few Hollanders in Californiasky-high
nominates all those as bastards, who have
for their financial sacrifices in this behalf,
while

its

editor personally never made the

first move

towards this object

taken the oath of allegiance to the United

Finally, your statement and inference
about that “ AmericanizedDutchman,
rent personally, ' whether anything of the
who by considerablefencing wishes to

kind was done or
him

to

not, as

throw dirt. On

indiffe-

kamSak, IpSbSSiTa^
UKU- H.

M

SIPP.

\ and Property.

An Ordinance.
:id:;u

v

cidcivalrcc.
The City of Holland Ordains:
Section 1. Whenever a majority of the owners or
occupantsof real estate, residents of the city, to
he affected thereby, shall apply to the Common
Council of the City of Ilollanu for the construction of a sidewalk on any streetof this city, the
Common Council may bv resolution,authorize and

1

j

O

It

T/T?!?^

and “ whimsical.”

ALBEHS & WYNNE,

JEWELERS.

OF

G-EXTEB/AL

Hard-ware.
any
ones

to

examine my goods, so

well

selected for the trade.

Wi have

on

hud

full Auott&est cf tk» Eett

i

COOK, PARLOR AND HEATING

STOVES.

Horse Nails,
Horse Shoes,
Wagon Springs,
Horse Trimmings,
Glass, Putty,

v

Have Constantly on hand a select Assortment of
Fine Watches and Clocks, of the best Manufacture,
Silver and Silver Plated Ware. Jewelry, Spectacles,
Notions, etc.

,

REPAIRING of Watches,Clocks and Jewelry
done In the best manner ami warranted.

Paints, Oils,

,

j

GIVE US A CALL

Store
the
rarmers ImplementSj Van Landcgcnd
A Melis.
Our

Is at

Holland, Mich

Carpenters’ Tools,

,

(Hd Albers' Stand, West of
J. ALBERS.
June 1, 1874. C. H.

WYNNE.

order the construction thereof.
And many other things too numerous to menSkit. 2. All sidewalks built within the limits of
tion.
the City of Holland. In pursuanceof an order of
-o
the Common Council, shall be of dimensions ns BIPAIOO * JCBBINO DOKI AT SHCET MTICI.
,
1T
follows,unless otherwiseordered by the Common
E.
* *ie 0*(‘ost r
in
Council: Such sidewalks shall belaid on three
S. E. cor. 8th A River Sts.
stringers of pine or hemlock scantling, three hv
fccl-ly
tlie City.
four Inches square, unless such sidewalks are over
Always keep a full and well selected stock of Fureight feet in width, when the number of stringers
niture,at prices correspondingwith the times.
shall be increasedin proportionand shall he laid
with good sound nine plank two inches thick, laid
Defai lt having been made In the conditions iff
crosswise, well spiked with two 5 inch cut spike payment of a certain indentureof Mortgage, which
In each stringer. They shall he laid evenly and was made and executedby Nceltjc Ealsmau and
the plank shall he sawed to a line on the street Pieter Zalsman her btifhaml, of the City of Holside; stringers shall he so that not more than one land, Ottawa County, State of Michigan, ‘to Henry
joint of ends shall come in a cross plunk.
I). Post, of the same place, on the twenty-sixth
Hkct. 8. Wheneverthe Common Pound! shall (2»ithidayof Scptcmbe-. in the year of our Lord
have ordered a sidewalk to be constructedunder one thousandeight hundred and seventy-one (A. D.
the provisions of this Ordinance, it shall he the 1871.)which was recordedin the Office ‘of the Regduty of the City Marshal to notify the owners or ister of Deeds of the County of Ottawa in the
occupants of the lota or premises adjoiningthe State of Michigan,on the twenty-seventh(27th)
proposed sidewalkto construct the same in front day of September, in the year of our Ia>rd one
of their respective premises,within such time as thousand eight hundred and seventy-one(A. I).
shall be fixed by the Common Couadl; Proridtd, 1871.) at 2 o’clock P. M., on page 2.*-!*.of Liber *W’
that no sidewalk shall he required to he constructed of Mortgagee,In said office, which said mortgage
in less than thirty days from the time of service of wa- duly assigned by Henry I). Post, of thoCitv of
such notice.
Holland. Ottawa County, State of Michigan.’ to
Sect. 4. It shall he the duty of any and ul) per Jan Trimpeofthe same place hv a certain deed of
sons notified to huiid sidewalks,as provided in assignment,executed and dated on the thirty -first
Walt paper bought of us, will be trimmed
Section 8. to build or cause said sidewalk to he (31st) day of March, in the year of our Lord one free of change.
built in the manner and within the time specified thousand eight hundred and seventy-three, (A. D.
40-2 s 1y
in such notice, under the direction of the City Mar- 1878.) which said deed of assignmentwas recorded
shal. and in case any sidewalk shall not he built in the Office of the RcgistcrofDeeds of the Counwithin the time specified in such notice, the City ty of Ottawa,in the State of Michigan, on the
Marshal shall constructsuch sidewalk, unless fifteenth(15th)day of April. In the yearof our Lord
otherwise ordered by the Common Council, and one thousand eight hundred amt seventy-three
shall keep an accurate account of the expense of (A. D. 1878,) at 8 o'clockA. M., on page GOH of
constructing the same, the amount of which shall Liber “S" of Mortgages,in said office, by which
he a lien on the lot or property chargeable therewith default the power of sale contained In ihc said
until the same shall he paid.
Mortgagehas become operative,and on which MortSm:t. !i. The amounts chargedagainst nil lots or gage there is now claimedto lie due the sum of one
other property, under the provisions of Beet Ion 4, thousand one hundred and seventy-sevendollars
shall he assessed and collectedfrom the premises and twenty-nine cents, ($1,177.29)of principal and
chargeabletherewith in the manner provided by- interest,together with an Attorney's fee of t wen tv- £Siucc the dissolution of our co-partnership, I nm
law and by the Ordinancesof the City of Holland, five dollars($25.00) ns in said Mortgage stipulated rat tying on this business nli'pe.Bt t lie OLD STORK,
where fenn he found at all times, and where I will
for the assessmentand collection of special assess- and agreed for foreclosing
osing “ii
said Mortgage,and the keep constantly on bund, the choicest of tkdt and
ments.
costs and charges of said
said fo
foreclosure
end sale, ns Frith Me ate, and offer them at the lowest prins.
reciosureend
Sect. «. All ordinancescontran- to the provis- also provided in said Mortgage; and no suit or pro?
1 expect to see all our old friends, toootne mid call
ions of this ordinance are hereby repealed.
reeding*, either inlaw or in equity, having been on me, when 1 will offer them such bargains as will
Sect. 7. This ordinance shall take immediate commencedfor the foreclosure of mild Mortgage,or
Induce them to purchase their doily rations w ith
effect.
the collectionof the debt securedthereby, or any me.
Passed July 22. 1874.
part thereof, Notice Is therefore hereby given, that
JACOB KUITK.
by virtue of the power of sale in said Mortgage
Approved.July 22. 1874.
Holland, Feb. 14,’
4U-2s-tf
contained*I shall sell at public auction to the
I. CAPPON, Mayor.
highest
bidder,
the
lands
and
premises
described
Attest: Cua’s P. Post, City Clerk.
in said Mortgage, on the Jtfteenlh(l.VA i day of Sentember, in the yearof
year of aur
our ‘ J/rrd
Iserd one thousand
thoumnd eia/it
rtaht
hundred and eerentu-four(A. 1). 1874), at two o'clock
Sc
in the afternoon etf that day. at the front door of the
—*—:o:—'*—
Court House. In the Citv of Grand Haven. Ottawa
'T'HE undersignedoffers for sale her House and County. State of Michigan,that being the place
1. two Lots, situated ol Tenth Street,opposite where the Circuit Court for he said County of Otta
the College Buildings.Terms easy. Inquireof
wa is holden, which said lands, and premises an*
MRS. S. G. ALCOTT. describedas follows, viz:— .“All of that certain
Holland, Mich., July 9.
12.V-12H
parrel of land which is situated in the City of Holland. County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,and
further known and described as Lot numbered five
(5) ill Block numbered thirty-five(85) In said City,
according to the map thereof, of record. In the
office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa County
At the Store of M. P. VIS8KR, everythingcan
aforesaid,as of the villageof Holland.
be found. The public of the City and Country, are
Dated the 11th day of June, A. D. 1874.
000,000,001 qL Berry,
requested not to pass by before calling In anil exJAN TRIMPE, Aniynee of Mortgagee .
000,001Berry crates,
amining the prices at which my goods are sold,
II. 1^ Boar. Attorney for Assignee.
000,000,001 R. R. Peach Baskets.
and if they are found satisfactory,to make their

J.

VAN DKR

VEEN.

M, Beidsema & Son.

rpi

,

, .

---

uniiturc

House

Mortgage Sale.

Wall Paper,

Window Shades,
Carpets,

Oil Cloths,

Feathers,

Feather Heds,

Mattresses,

COFFI3STS.

Meat Market,
Jacob Kuite.

‘cdfn

‘

.....

1874.

HOUSE

CHANGE OF FE0NT,

LOT FOR SALE.

M. P. VISSER.

t

1874.

FSACBEASSETSUERR?

NOW

BORES.

IS

YOUR CHANCE.

WHO WANTS ANY?

For sale

by^

H, D.

POST.

TEA.

home, well pleased.
RespectfullyYours.
M. P. VISSER.

purcbaseslof me, and return

AGENTS WANTED.

TEA AGENTS

A Full Line of Dry-Goods

wanted in town and country to

sell

12c 7

!

FLOUR AND FEED.

?.rcu
w. oox

Family Supplies: - Salt Pork. Com Beef. Smoked
Hams, Shoulders and Tongue, Codfish,Mackerel,
Herrings. Oyatera, cte.-PIcklcs,Peaches, Catsup,
etc.-Pork ahd Beef, by the Barrel.

•

be classed in the local annals as a
TI* ChrintUin Union, Henry Ward Beecher*, Editor, of Oct. 25th last. nays: '•Partieswishing to cot
new gersion of //(//*’« bream."
up clubs, and all who con get orders for TEA,
It greatly laments the fact that we have no
-— — _
should write him for a circular.”
Holland Library here, forgetting that the
77ks AVre Vork Werkly Tribunt, of Sent. :!d. savs:
T BE Michigan Superintendents hold
"Al ‘(.ranges’should write Bobt. Wells for circueditor of that paper, when a member of their annual meeting at Grand Rapids, lar.”
as being “ fickle”

FIRM!

Stove-Pipe, Stove Furniture, Etc.,

..... ..........

Concerning the

NEW

|

Ppecifications of the work can be obtained at
the store of Wbkkvan & Sosa, and by applying to
the undersigned. Terma of payment will be made
ln|own at th(> ,ln,l‘ andplaceof Letting. Thecommittee reaervee the right to rejectanv and all bid*,
Dated: Holland. Mich . July as, I8f4.

i

TAT?

U

TEA, or get up club orders, for the largest
long as it enabled
Tea company in America. Importers'prices and
have the world believe that he is no Hol- Inducementsto Agents. Send for circular.Adanother occasion
^'k,A8, 43 Vesey 8L, N. Y. P.
lander,” is too personalfor a reply, and

speaking about thq Americans it styled
them

!

States.

amoAnt his

countrymen, evidently being very

City.

large stock
......
. -

”

j

training of its editor, it lias during the the peculiar connectionsbetween the body
last months been bush-wackingand backpolitic and the state church, their occabiting, somewhat like the following:—
sional clashing, and effect upon education,
In noticing the few impromptu remarks
and such other information as necessarily
made by Mr. Colfax in passing through must awaken and keep up an interest in
the city, it condemns most of what was
the land where ‘(once our cradle stood,”
said, and gave that gentlemanto underthen and under such circumstances,the
stand that if he had nothing better to comappeals of Holland’s depatriatedson— our
municate, lie had better keep away; while colleague on River Street, for the euphony

it

pay to any one.

Holland

nage of hia many frienda and cuatomera
in the put, reapcctnillyInvitee
the attentionof ‘the
Public to hia

House.

. j
!

kept Ids readers interestedin the
leading events occurring in the Nether-

,

2t,

bidder, at 7)* o'clock on Wednesdayevening. Julv
29, 1871, at the Engine Houae in the City of Holland. the job of building a ventilator aiid making
other allteiatiou*in the hone-roomof the Engine

say

to

Store

V 1^1 jxi s
qilARTEL, Pound master. Gratefully acknowledgingthe liberal patro-

~

Inr weekly report of the cows that were
Hooie can logicallyinfer that when
struck by lightning, the bams that burned
we used the words “certain cronies”
down and the murders and rapes that
we intended to overlook him, and have
were committed, lie had taken the trouble
them applied to our old settlers.
of first informing himself and then his
In spite of the original character of that
readers of the political, religious and sopaper, its subsequent position and repucial condition of the old country,its fortation, and the early surroundings and
eign and domestic relations and policy,

an intrusive manner

to

other stores charge,

-:o:-

.

PUBLIC LETTING.

the sec

Hardware

Ti VAN
1874.
.....

too

and to this we have

not the least objection; hut allow us

•K-*

JOHN

portion of our

him. As to

lie may succeed,

ther

his countrymen, as he pretends to

have no percentage

1

Dated Holland. Mich., Jnlv

population, however small even, to enter-

has become chronic, and

will prove fatal.

1
...

predict our colleague that in both of these

ond

unless a change for the better occurs soon,

we fear

b

father,

ideas,

so.

HEBER WALSH.

.......

itveet,

mmcEi

conjecture that he is attempting either to

same

should have done

in his true

suing liis present course, the editor of the

generatedholiander,” and “americanizcd
d u tch man
” qu o tl n g also a siza' where’ ,Ey t,,e foUndation8for another ,ocal slrifc ! , NOTICE Is herebv“^" .hut the undented
I and agitation. or to perpetuate the Holland
appointedPoundmauter for the city of
in one general sweep, he curses the vet
•‘"A that the ordinance
------ preventing
—
— **-'
Holland,and
the
unborn generations, because their
for the benefit of hi., pnper. We running at large of animaU will be dalr enforced.
,

I

have revealed him

could I

ire ditt drug store at salt tre price

do not purchase Physicians, and

Eighth

pur-

Mr. Van Putten’s name,

mm

j

for deliveringhim of the

have been particular to state that

1874.

the

that if other arguments in its favor, con-

and

the words used Were the doctor's words, not mine,

the above extracts, the sentiments and the

time. We advocated principles which were advocated by that light without the use of
the teachingof the Holland language on
paper during its earlierand more brilliant
Holland, Mich., July 23,
the broad and liberal ground of its being
career. The public would then at once
one of the modern languages, satisfied see, what it in. Hogik may thank Vulcan
was said by us

I

will

-

-

. the Board of School Inspectors of the City August

25.

•

Phllv^AffllotortahonldwriU.Dr.FitW.Pbila^rexT'!
No
8MHRswsrdforan

8yrop.

h

Tht Sryt/it.ot Sept, 90, savs: “Roht. Wells Is
P.8. Dr. Filler’sPUls^JOIcts., ahor. Id be used
115-135
with
lOfi-ly

thoroughlyreliable.

Credit Cash or Ready Pay.

CASH FOR BUTTER AND EGGS.
Holland, June 1st,

1874.

120-132

No room

jotting

for our Marine and Market

TO THE PUBLIC.

JACOB

Reports this week.

not In the habit of paying attention to all sorts of slanders and
The
new
barbershop
and
the
new
bakThe Hose for the Fire Dcp’t has ardirty insinuations, which are spread with
ery are both in running order.
rived.
selfish alms by interested parties, against
the good name and fame of other persons,
Simon Ki ypeiw is the PostniasMr at
Mkwks. Grootenhuis
Son are brushI consider it under the prewnt circumOrange City.
ing away at the Mayor’s residence.
Eighth Sthekt, City of Holland’
stances, a duty, however, which I owe to
myself and to the public that has patThe City has another job to let.— See
The Chicago fire was plainly visible ronized me so liberallyand for which I
The undcruignedreppoclfally announccn that ho
Advertisements.
rtlll HiiftaliiHhis old reputation, and that nofrom various points along the shore, South hereby tender my thanks, to publish some
body noeda to he wanting In anything
informationin regard to my oosition as a
of
us.
which hclongato hla lino of trade.
Peaches will be plenty this year, though
Druggistand Apothecary and to prove by

Although

I

am

OF

HEROLD,

E.

Laiin, Cents, lontlis, ud Hint!
Alan a full line of

FinsHDiira-s

many

not nearly as

The repeated attempts at burglary, cull
some decisive action on the part ol our
mww —

The job
way was

kairiig trill Etcem Prompt Attention,

HEROLD.

Lieut. Gov. Holt announces that he

a candidate for State treasurer. He
would not object however to a re-election
present position.

----

—

The Grand

CARL ZEES,
4

good
ha
land

JY

PROPRIETOR.
of LAOKH BEER

and ALE on

cartage

and no

to,

charged for

charge

Hklmkh &

T'VpTR-'y.

Tin* proprietorwould announce tlmt he
pays the highest

CASH FOR 'J1ARLEY AND HOPS.
Holland, January

28,

1874.

FLOUR

50-3s-ly

FEED

a

full mile in

8th Street,Holland, Michigan.

length.

is

said to he a

It will lie

measured.

Mr. Donaldson, the Inspector of the

week Wednesday, one of the em-

ployees of Eggleston, Hazleton & Co., at Harbor last summer has again made his
Clyde station, was cutting logs in the appearance, expecting that the Governwoods, when a chip of a knot struck his ment will soon resume the extension of
the piers outside and

eye with such force, that further use of
it Is

rendered very doubtful.

Ice

STORE OF

SLOOTER & HIGGINS,

Goldsmith Maid trotted a mile in 2 min.
Saginaw. The time is the

best on record. The course

is

thoroughly familiar with his business.
last

will take

in a few days.

10 sec. at East

first-ratereputation for their hotel.

Mr. Helmcr is an old hotel keeper, and

On

has leased the Sau-

Carter, proprietors of the

Union House, at Naugatuck, are building
up

T)~F1T

(’ha’s Hall, Express Messenger on the
gatuck House at Saugatuck, and

the side walls.

times.

Ml orders promptly attended

It is

not so

much

is

make

now selling in

other repairs.

New York

City

at

Some alarm is felt in Bloomington, 111., $20 a tun retail. This high price is alleged
about a case of some disease resembling by the dealers to he necessary on account
of the slim supply obtained last winter.

Asiatic cholera, occurring Saturday, on

beg leave to call the attention of the Public
to the fact that we have opened, in LABAKNK'S which day a
OLD FtTRNITtTRBSTORK (west of Van Landcgend’s) a FLOUR AND FEED STORE. We hlmll after a sickness of one
keep constantly on hand everythingthat pertains
pronounce it genuine.
to a

gentleman, with a

fine Scotch them.

thrifty eye to ^business

On Monday

DEALERS IN

RAN I’FAUTURKRSOP AND

Mr. J. Huntley made com-

plaint before Justice Post against 8. Strong

CONVERSED with my neighbor, and he
was an Englishman. Says I: where are
you going? Says he: To hide a hoe, Says
: What are you going to hide a hoe for?
Says he: I did not say hide a hoc. I said
hide a hoe. Says I; Spell it, Says he:
I-d-a-h-o. Oh! says I, Idaho. Yes, says
I

BOOTS, .SHOES,
RUBBERS, ETC.
A Very large stock on

Mtt,

• -

Was boujul over, the matter was

HOLLAND, HIES,
-ly

settled on a

I

payment of damages and cost#. The law
<)n this point is very severe. On a future
Occasionwe will publish

The new

On Thursday morning, we had

46-3

for setting fire to his premises. After the

Examination look place and the defendant

he: hide a hoe.

hand.

Warranted.

it.

the

last

pm

j. FLI KM

0Mi
AN

i ii tins,

LOUR

FEED,

&

Delivered Free!

particular.

To any part of the City.

I).

he perfectly sufficient for the salUfaclion
of the public, and forr u
a necessary
nec
explanation in regard to our
position.
ir positi

W. VAN PUTTEN.

Htorr,

Give us a call before purchasingelseotere, at our
N< w Store on River Street, nexl to Vsn Putter 'i Drug

HA

(1

^r|.ly

i

JllU
OCKSBOIth TO DUTTON

(Sl

A

THOMPSON)

PRACTICAL
Engineers and Machinists.
-Messrs p. Winter*. K. Winters and. I. Brower,
have formed n co partnership under the above firm
name, and will devote themselveswith all due atO' m lull and diligence to mi} thing and everything
pertaining to the line of Engineerssnd Machinist*.
The Shop and Foundry are located at the old
stand, west of II kai.d's.
The Blacksnitiisiiop
formerlvrun by P. A K.
Winters, w ill be continuedas before.
Tur. Plow- Bi'sinkssheretofore conducted and
managed by It. K. Ilcnld has been transferred to
us, and will be run In connectionwlUi the above.
Mii.i. Rkpaiuinu, will receiveour special attention.
Hiiir BLArKanirniNo, done In all lu branchea

At the same time wc announce that with promptness and dispatch.
Mill owners and manufacturer*are requested to
all prescriptionswill he prepared by me with
give us a call.
carefulnessand punctuality at all hours
Holland, Mich.. March 12,
lOH-ly
of the day and night, and that I have a
great supply of all required Medicines, at
lower prices than anywhere else.
lam also Sole Proprietorof Dr. W.
Van den Berg’s renowned Family-Medi,
Everybody who
Jo. purchase PAINTB, OILS, VARN18H,
cines, consisting in Ague Cure, Cough
UHI
HHK8,
GLARE,
etc., to call and examine my
Syrup, Anti-BiliousHerbs and Pills and stock.
J
Stomach Herbs.

1H74.

,The
WANT

I

S'

steamer “ Britannic" of the

White Star Line, arrived at New York on

pleasure of meeting Dr. B. Lcdehocr, who

"•*

47-Kd-ly

—

The estimated cost of producing ice by

He was a

«

iii

made. ^

pigeon-matches.

Work

Schouten, Dr. F. S. Ledeboer, and Dr. J.
11. Carpenter.
We, the undersigned physicians, declare
herewith to the public, that we consider Have just opened Large and well SelectedBlock of
Mr. W. Van Puttkn, as a person who is Dry goods,
fully competent to conduct all tinnsuctions
Grim ku ikb,
pertaining to the business of a Druggist
Crockery, and
and Apothecary, and declare further "that
said W. Y'an Puttkn,
1
possesses the reHath* Caps,
quired knowledge, abilityand experience,
Which they are offering at Prices,that defy
to prepare nil prescriptionsgood and with
CoropttIUon.
safety; and we can safely recommend to
the public the prescriptions prepared by
Allot complete Btock of
him as being perfectly safe, because
through personal experience we know
whereof we speak, as the ability of said l
W. Van Puttkn in the preparation of
ALWAYS OM flAND.
prescriptions lias often and plainly been
shown, also in .critical cases.
All goods purchasedof ns will be
Wc subscribe this testimonial with the
full consciousness of what we do, and
feeling the responsibility which we owe to
the public in general and our patients in

W. Van den Berg, Sr., M. I).
T. E. Annis, M.
\
man named Gillespie died
Thos. McCulloch, M. I).
hour. The doctors machinery is $3 a tun.
R. A. Scum ten, M. I).
F. 8. Ledeboer, M. D.
A I'Raykr meeting was held by the
J. H. Carpenter, M. I).
First
Baptist
congregation
of
Chicago,
on
Three more attempts at burglary last
First-class Flour & Feed Store.
We now leave the matter to the judgweek— nt the residences of Messrs. L. VSunday evening, at the ruins of the old
ment of an Impartial public U» decide which
Schaddelec, L. Sprictsma and B. Krui- thurch, destroyed by the late fire. It was testimony is stronger, that of one person
Flour, Feed,
dcnicr. At one of these places, an aged tie last service in that place. The congrc’ whose aims are well known not to be
Hay, Grain,
hut brave woman coolly anticipatedthe ration will probably choose to rebuild loftier than Ids own pocket and envy of
trade, and the testimony of six physicians,
and Mill Stuff, approach of the rascals, with a pan of inuch further south.
who as disinterested parties can judge imashes. No arrests
The Holland City Cornet Band will give partially,who speak Irom their own exAt Lowest Cash Prices.
perience, and whose reputation as physiSLOOTER & HIQGIN8.
James Gordon Bennett has wagered a moonlight excursion to Lake Michigan, cians both with the public and with tlicir
Holland, March 13, 1874. 108-ly
|5,000 that he can shoot more pigeons out on next Thursday Evening. They wish patients is of too great a value to them,
of 100 than a certain George Lorillard. it understoodthat this is their excursion, to assert anything and he responsible for a
person about whose competency they enrr
Old Mr. Bennett never wasted time or and they expect to make it pleasant and
tertain the least doubt. We think this to
money in running footraces or shooting entertaining to all those who accompany tie perfectly si
We

All

the question

Hence the public are requestedto read
Gen. Sherman offered to deed his Washthe following testimony signed by the
inton house hack to the men who gave it to Physiciansknown to all here, viz:
him, when he moved from Washington to
“Dr. W. Van den Berg, Sr., Dr. T. E.
Annls, Dr. Thus. McCulloch,Dr. R. A.
St. Louis.

Grand Rapids Branch;

supported by

is

USE NOTHING BUT

8,-

New York

City, is 800 feet long by 240 wide, covering

about four acres; the roof

article
at all

----

Central Depot, in

I

Horse Shoeing a

is

not

to bis

A good aMortmentof Thimble Bkdne always
on hand.
Warranted Scat Springeof any ahape or atyle.

here of dollars and cents, hut the safe preGeneral Blacksmlthlng done with neatness
aad dispatch.
000,000 bushels of grain afloat between paration of prescriptions, on which the
recovery and so often the life of the paLake Michigan ports and Eastern ports.
Speciality.
tient are depending.

Smits.”

JllLtl.

of the
Female Seminary, Kalamazoo.

Last week there were upwards of

Holland, Feb. 20th, 1874. 1-3^8-ly

Ulii

Sleighs, Trucks, Etc., Etc.

who

public.

Homkes, and the 15th
of “Quartel,Pik &

let to B.

is

President of the Beard of Trustees

—

Heavy Wagons,

At.

T80MMLT

of llxing up Black River High- Michigan

street job to the firm

E.

limits.

E. P. Ferry, Esq., of Grand Haven,

authorities.

The moat competent workmen constantlyemployed, and all work made up In tlic|
latest stylo and with diapatch.

Light

for the sake of dirty gain and
his own profit, during the last weeks, and
SEASONED LUKSSft,
especially in a newspaper of last week, My Spokes and Hubs are manufactured from
stains me with the dirtiest and most falsely contrived imputations, and thereby atStcoai Srovtb Eaten link,
tempts to bring me Into suspicion with the
biter,

for

i

Open Buggies,

Toj) or

Chicago has forbiddenthe erectionof that informationthe entire groundlessness
any more wooden buildings within its of the petensions of an impudent back-

as twd years ago.

wagon man-

ufactory at hla old aland on River itreet, where he
may W found, ready at all time* to make anvthing In the line of

&

Wen,

FLI EM AN,

Has ro-opffnefl Mp cariigffe ana

Saturday morning, having made the

W.

VAN PUTTEN.

Holland, Mich., July 21, 1874.

Holland

City

Whit© Lead

surpassed. It Is warrantedsuperior to any
voyage across the Ocean in 7 days and 19
W bite Lead in this market, and I* sold at muen
came here on a short visit to his friends,
less price. My stock Is purchasedIn large quantiFor an appetizer use Kimm’s Bitters. ties of first hands, saving all jobbers' profits, and I
hours. This trip, consideringit being the
and at the same time making arrangements
Walsh
keeps them. He also has just re- can therefore afford to sell below my neighbor*,
first one made, and with her new machinto make this place his future home. The
ceived a fresh lot of Kimm’s Pills, Worm
Rmrtnbtr I am not to l* under told by am, IIoum
ery not yet in smooth working order, is the Cakes and Ague Cure.
n the State or Michigan. Call and see.
Doctor’shealth is greatly improved, and
fastest sailing yet on record. The "Britanhis many friends will be glad to see him
For a slimulent,go and purchase a 46 if
nic," is the largest steamer next to the
Druggist a Pharmaclrt.
again in our midst. He left last night for
bottle of Kimm’s Bitters.
Great Banter n, afloat.
the East, and expects to return in a week.
Price only One Dollar. Walsh has
if., I01

HEBER WALSH

J. E. HIGGINS,
DEALER IN

At a meeting of the

directors

of

The

the

Toledo one day

MILL FEED, CORN,
AH orders promptly attended

&c.

three

Office at M. L. S.

R.

She was on an excursion trip from South

week, ji committee of

was appointed

to go

R. R.

43-Ss-ly

Nathan Kenyon, Banker.
HOLLAND, MICH.,

and willing

to

go on and complete the

lay-

upon

the

ing of the iron and put trains
road

as

•soon

thousand baskets of peaches.

as

the road-bed

is

On

........ lit

'

ing

"

DEALER IN

with Mrs.

No. 30
Sole

concise reply. As we go to press, we have
before us the statement

of Mrs.

Tilton,

pronouncing Theodore’s accusations

false,

in his path, wife, children

vided.”

to

It is too

early too

In

the United BUtoe

for

the

lic, as it is represented
this matter in

by

an honorable manner, wait-

ing, jury-like, until all

the evidence is

Mr. Tilton’s statement

on

ever, does not

comment

in

Prick List sent free on application.115-ly

the whole

meet with that

in.

how-

favorable

the East, that it receives in

Patent Medicines,
Choice Wines and Liquors,

Fancy Soaps & Perfumerv.

Chamois Skins, and
Nursing Bottles.
A FULL

ABHORTMENT OF

Supporters and Trusses,
And

everything, u*ually kept In Drug Store*.

Phymuinti INeecriptiuru Carefully Compounded, Day or Night.

Sidewalk Plank.
A

choice lot of dry pine 2 Inch cull plank for
sale cheap, by H. D. Po*t. Also, No. 1 Shingle*,
the press, treats cheap.

pub-

Putty, (Hass, Etc.

Clothes Brushes,
Hair Brushes,
Shaving Brushes,
and Paint Brushea.
Razors and Razor Straps,

finestBrandy ever exported from a French vineyard. and can he proenred only from us. Champagne*. Sherries and Ports ot the finest flavors, all
from the houses of C. C. Ber son A Co. Our goods
are sold and delivered In their original packagesas
they left the vineyard in France, and guaranteed
perfectlypure.

and reputation.

condemn. The

Oils,

Tooth Brushes,

BRO DWAY, NEW YORK.

AgcnU

and

Paints

and Champagnes,

Wine Houses of C. C. BENSON & CO.,
Or RHEIM8, COGNAC ano LONDON.
denying the importations,and promising
to hand in to the committee a full and
BenaonV Fine Old Golden Grape Cognac la the

White

Cash

Brandies

Medicines,

i

mroirriu or

lished a preliminarystatement indignantly

(7000.) Sec. 49. Every person who shall
all willfully and maliciously, or wantonly and
without cause, cut down or destroy, or
interested that during this seaotherwise injure,any fruit tree, or any
son, I will pay the Highest other tree not his own, standingor growing for shade, ornament, or other useful
Price for
Oak purpose, shall be punished by imprisonment in the county jail not more than one
Staves
year, or by a fine not exceedingone hundred dollars.
(7609.) Sec. 1. Every person who shall
I will also contract for future delivery, willfully and maliciously,or wantonly
and am prepared to receive staves on any and without cause, cut down or desDock on the Banks of Black Lake, and troy or otherwise injure any fruit
River or at any of the Railroad Statioub- tree or trees, or any other tree or
All correspondenceby Mail will receive trees, not his own, standing or growprompt attention. R. KANTER8.
ing for shade or ornament on the
Holland, Mich., May 1, 1874. 115-tf
land of another, the damage for which

notice

with adultly

of malice or revenge, but of pure
and charging her husband with having
cussedness and street vandalism.Perhaps
,
for years laid in wait to crush Mr. Beecher,
it may be of some information to publish
teady to sacrifice to this end, all that lay
the statutes “in such cases made and pro-

STAVES, WOOD AND BARK.
1 hereby give

Mr. Beecher

Mr. Tilton, charg-

Tilton. On Thursday Mr. Beecher pub-

case

R. RANTERS

the statement of

Drugs

'

BEKSOM WADSWORTH.

our second page will be found a syn-

ready for opsis of

general Banking, KAchange, and Col- ihem. —Alkgan Journal.
lectionhnsincss. CoHfcMons made on all points
'
in the United States and Europe. Particular attenOn Monday several of the shade trees in
non paid to the collectionsof Hanks
tion
Banks and Hankers.
Bankers.
Remittances made on day of payment. All busi- front of the premisesof Mr. J. O. BakRer,
ness entrustedto rae shall have prompt attention. Interest allowed on time deposits, subject W. II. Finch and J. Jacohusse were wanto check at sight. Foreign exchangebought tonly cut, broken and otherwiseinjured.
and sold. Tickets to and from all pointsinEurope
Upon investigation It appeared to the satsold at my office.
105 tf
N. KENYON.
isfactionof these parties,that it was not a
a

FARM FOR SALE.

and preparing the road bed for
:o:«
rooms containing hrussels carpets, marblethe iron. The committee was also in'rilK
well known “ Rumel FamCod the Grand
top tables,upholsteredfurniture, etc., and
structed to ascertainthe condition of the
Is well adapted to the passenger and fruit
company’s finances and report July 21,
Com, or tirao will be given fora part of the purtrade, having accommodations for two chaae
when another meeting is to he held. It is
hundred passengers,and capacity for six Apply to II. D. Pont, Holland Mich. 125—130
said the Pennsylvania Company are ready

money,

R. Depot,

HOLLAND, MICH.

Doea

ilnr M’rrtijrmrntjj.

Haven and Saugatuck, and remained only
one hour at the dock. The Huron is nicely
furnished; the saloon, cabins and state

over the road

bridges

L. S.

GENERAL DEALER IN

at

and estimate the cost of completing the

to.

AOKNT FOB

U.S.Ex. Co.& M.

last

W. VAN PUTTEN,

them.

her first arrival at this port since 1859.

1

Mansfieldand Coldwater Railroadheld

on Monday, made

steamer

PERSONAL.
Dr. J.

46-Mcl ly

-PHCEITIX
Planing Mill.

H. Carpentur would

announce to the citizens of

we have purnew Machinery,

In re building our new shop

chased

entire

Holland City and vicinity, that
O)' the Mott Approved Patterni;
after twelve years’ experience And we are confident we can latlafy all wha
Kimm’s Bitters possesses better qualities
want
of medicinesthan any other Bitters that in the practice of Medicines,
we know of. Walsh keeps them.
Planing, Matching,
Surgery and Midwifery, he is
Use Kimm’s Bitters, if you wish to now permanently located in
Or Re-Sawing Done.
iep off fever and ague.
this City, Where he will continWB HAVE A STEAM
For sale at Walsh’s Drug Store.
ue to practice his profession.
said cutting down, destruction, or injury
What’s the use of taking a whole box
to the owner or owners of said tree or of pills at once, when one of Kimm’s Pills Returning his thanks for past AND THE DRYING OF LUM
WE SHALL MAKE A
trees shall amount to the sum of twenty- will do the business. Walsh keeps them. patronage, he hopes to receive
five dollars, shall be punished by imprisonSPECIALITY.
1C 4a Ml per day] Agents wanted! All classssof ment in the State Prison not exceeding
Go to H. Walsh, Druggist,for a bottle a share for the future and to be
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS
fi W Wllworklog people, of either sex, young or five years, or by imprisonment in the of Kimm’s Bitters. They will do you
able to satisfy all reasonable Or anything in onr line, manufactured on
aU, sake more rtoney at work for ns in their
the West.

CASH ON DELIVERY!

county jail not exceeding one year, or by
*11 the time, then At anything
fine not exceeding five hundrea dollars, In
ParticulArtfree. Addrew G. Btimtom A Co
Portland,
50-1y
the discretion of the court.

j>*re

more good

moment*,or

Maine.

IDH/Sr

|

than all other Bitters made.
Price only One Dollar.

•

. oA-rim:\.

notlaa.

expectation.

Stkketef. & Kimms.

i

Holland, Mich., May

KXLl

H.
15,

1874.1 17tf

W. Vkrbum &

46
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OLD HOKSK.

I’m nothing but • bom. a jtoor old hf>ri*r,
ThatV nearly Ire** of lula life's tether ;
I’ve always worked upon the aame bard course,
Through aununer beat, aud wintry weather.

The feed I get cornea out of blue and mows—
Vile recompensefor endless labor;
And all I know of turning ont to browse,
I’ve gathered from the chatty neighbor.

what they wanted, and
have it “packed ” down to their cabins.
One day .1. P. Jsues aud one of his
partners went up to Sonora to procure
supplies for his company, known as the
“ Buckeye.” They remained overnight
there, order

iu town, intending to return next day.

morning, soon after they arose,
they heard a terrible commotion in a
livery stable just across the street from
their hotel. Banning over to ascertain
the cause, theyfoundthata big Spanish
jackass had found his way into the
stable through a rear door, and was on
the war-path among the horses. He
In the

Orttime* he tella me, when at night we lie
Kihauatedby the long day’s ” hacking,’’
Of grass and clover in Ida youth gone by,
Aud things that set my old lipa smacking.

He talks of meadows, many milea away,
Where he waa sent once, rusticating;
And where hia work waa acarrely more than play,
And all bla off-hours,luscious halting.
paints the picture of that time so bright,
blissful ease with work was blended,
That first we wbiunv with Intense delight;
Then sigh, at thinking it ia ended.

ile

When

have me credit all he tells about ;
But late he spoke of horses prancing
From sheer high feeling ; eo I’ve now no doubt
He's somethinggiven to romancing.

Ile'd

Our stalls are situatebo very near,
We slightly stretch our thougs of leather ;
And breathe our troubles in each other'a ears
Then sympathizinggroan together.

up

;

had cleaned out several stalls almost at
a dash, and then reached that occupied
by a powerful black stallion. Here be
found work to do. As Jones and partner entered a furious battle was raging,
the horse using his heels and the jack
his teeth. The horse being confined
by a strong halter, the jack had rather
the best of it. ^After tearing and manIging the flanks of the horse frightfully,
the furious jack, unmindfulofthe

blows
where mining upon his
back, suddenly crowded himself forward in the stall and seized the horse
by the under-lip.Here he held on like
a bull dog, the poor home quivering
in every muscle aud moaning iu great
the stablemen

Nor do we sorrow for ourselves slone ;
We mourn for all the brute creation—
That is to say. such suffering bemoan
As comes within our observation.

The saddest sight we’re called on

to deplore
two-car horses overloaded ;
That panting, straining over-workfor four,
At every step by fiends are goaded.
la

agony.

One of
drew his

The saying, corporations have no heart,
Not half espressos the reality ;
What have they, I would like to a-k, apart
From aordid, obduratevenality?
There ia a thing, I think, called ‘‘martingale,"
To hold our heads iu one position ;
No greater torture ever forced a wail
From victim of the inquisition.

the proprietorsof the stable
revolver aud was about to
shoot the savage ass, when his owner
arrived and a fierce wrangle ensued.
The owner of the fighting jack drew his
pistol, and for atirae itl*oked as though
there was likely to be a “man for breakfast.”

But worse, by far, 'a a certain kind of “check,”
To make us show a “ noble action ;”
It more than racks the arching, aching neck,
And drives us almost to distraction.

Heaven help the savage who invented it !
For when he suffersdis-oluiiou
He’ll scorch, I'll wager, in toe brimstonepit,
Or else there is no retribution.
Just take a man and bend Ids neck until
Ilia note, descending, nearly strikesit ;
And if by chance the process doesn't kill,
You'd soon find out how much he likes it.

Do men supposewe’re not of flesh aud bone ?
Twcnlfl seem so, Judgingby their actions.
It follows not, because tin ir beans are stone,
Our nerves are likewise petrifactions.
Beats have no aoula ! My friends yon'U change thal
tune ;
You’lldrop that shallow speculation
When we confront yon, at the crack of doom,
Before the Bar of Accusation. •
But, pshaw ! the list of grievances so long
You’d weary of their numeration,
Beside*, to-suiIVrnot complainof, wrong
You know 's a horse's fixed vocation,

Finally, however, the owner of the
jack succeeded in getting him away
from the trembling and mangled horse,
and drove him out of the stable.
It now occurred to Mr. Jones that
there was an animal that would make
Old Pizen sick at the stomach.
A word of this thought to his partner,
and they agreed, if possible,to secure
the fighting jackass. Following the
owner of the jack, they soon came to an

understandingwitu liim. They were
told that the jack was a good pack animal, and as quiet as a lamb when no
horses were about. When he came
where there were horses his whole nature changed, and he went for them
with the Jury of a tiger. The jack being an unusually powerful animal, the
owner asked $75 for him. Jones and
partner agreed to run him a trip on trial
and gave the owner $75, which he was
to keep in case the jack returned within

Yet ere I close, one word I wish to aay ;
Although to all we're well iuteutloued,
We make a t>oint to give a lusty neigh
Whenever Henry Bergb is mentioned.

a certuii

time.

Having secured the fighting jack,
Jones aud partner packed him and
started home in high feather. As soon
(lod bless that nob’e, sacrificingsoul
God bless that heart, so full of active pity
as he was out of town, the jack became
And when is calledthe final merit-roll,
as docile and sleepy as any other old
May angels bear him to the Golden City.
“ burro ” that ever trotted a trail. Before getting homo the^beast became
“OLD PI ZEN.”
absolutelylazy, and Jones & Co. began
The Pightiug Horse of the StanlsUua- to fear that, off bis own dunghill,their
A Reminiscenceof the Karly Mining jack was of no account as a lighter.
Life of Senator Jones, of Nevada.
It was about sundown when the men
reached Cherokee Flat and drove up to
(From the Virginia City (Nev.) Enterprise.]
In the early days, many years ago, the door of the “ Buckeye Company’s
Senator Jonei was engaged iu mining cabin.” The partners had quit work
on the Stanislausriver, California, at a and come up from the bar. They were
place called Cherokee Flat. It was a getting supper, but, for a time, disconsmall camp, containingscarcely more tinued the work of frying bacon and
than r dozen habitations,all told. The baking slap jacks to come out and ask
most imposing structure in tin camp “ J. P.” ami companion how they came
was a boarding house owned by a Mr. by the big donkey.
In as few words as possible Jones
Joggles, a Missourian. This Joggles
was a man of sporting proclivities.He made them acquainted with the characowned a vicions-looking bull-dog,with ter of the beast. When he had finished
but one eye, whose nose was covered his account of the scene at the liverywith scars, and whose front teeth were stable, every man of the Buckeye Comalways visible, even when in the most pany was firmly convinced that the big
friendly mood. The dog he was ready jack could “ walk the log ” of old Nick
to back against any dog on tha river for Himself ; but mum was the word. No
a fight. He also had two or three game hint of the fighting qualities of the ani!
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think he will make

warm

for the bron-

shore, aud

ever seen on the Stanislaus. He
thought ho had the deadest thing

iu

the world.

The
tell all

the surface

he swam

to the opposite
a bar
“Yon do, eh?” said Joggles. “Well, that put out from the bank on that side.
I don’t. Here, here, now— back up Here ho halted, evidently feeling himyour opinion or take water. Here’s self safe.
$200! 1 am willin’ to jibt let the aniThe jack thundered ou, and came near
mals alone— let them find their way to plunging into the river before aware of
each other— aud I bet this $200 that, its presence. But by bracing all aback
when they do meet, Old Pizen whips— till his haunches almost' touched tho
that he eats your jack up alive ! Come ground, he came to a halt. Bnt it was
now, Pixley here shall hold the stakes. only for a moment. Seeing the old
See mo, see me ! Como down ! Two bronc'ioon the other shore, ho stretched
out his neck, and, giving a diabolical
hundred goes that Pizen whips 1”
Thus urged, “ J. P.” covered the coiu “ yeo-haw,” unhesitatingly plunged iu
in Pixloy’s hand, aud, once it was done, tho river and diligently struck out for
a better pleased man than Joggles was the horse.
it

cho.”

made, away ran Joggles to
the “ boys” in the camp what a

bet

came out all right ou

The reckless and energetic persistence
on the part of the enemy was evidently
unexpected to the broncho. Ho gazed
for a few moments at the jack, as he
rose to

tho surface and began swim-

dead thing he had on Jones ; always ming-gazed as though thundoretruck
winding up with—" Old Pizen’ll chaw at the fearful energy displayed by the
him up— chaw him up alive !” The last little beast— then tossing his tail aloft
thing he said to his lodgers that night, and giving a tremendous snort, he
before he went to bed, was : “ Knowin’ dashed away down the river ut the top
Pizen as he does, Jones must be goiu’ of his speed.
crazy. That jack’ll be chawed up—
Tlie jack was soon over tho narrow
chawed up alive !”
stream. On landing he snuffed the
All the evening the jack remained ground a moment, then raising his head
browsing about the camp, aud the next aud catching a glimpse of the fleeing
morning was still there— standing with horse, away he sped in keen pursuit.
head down and eyes closed, dreamily
A bend in the river soon hid the animoving his ears, and lazily switching mals from view. As the men were still
his scanty tail.
standing gazing after them, a great
Joggles smiled contemptuouslyevery crash was heard. More than one voice
time he looked at the old jack. Stand- then cried : “ The gulch I the gulch
ing on his porch, as the miners of the By Heaven ! they have both gone into
camp passed bn their way down to their Devil s Gulch !”
claims on the river, Joggles facetiously What was referred to as ‘Devil’sGulch'’
inquired whether any of them would was a narrow ravine, with rocky, perlike to back “ That thar ferociousbeast pendicular walls which put into the river
aginst Old Pizen for another $200.”
about 50 yards below the bank.
At last all the men of the cumn were
“Something fell into the gulch,
down on the river at work. About 9 sure,” cried the man, “and it must
o’clock in the morning one of the men have been either the horse or jack, or
of the Buckeye Company happened to both.”
go from the bar up to the bank of the
All now started for a crossing some
!
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river for

something. A moment

after,

grinning gleefully, he called ont to those
below : “ The impatient Joggles is going to bring on the game. THere’U be
some fun before long ; I see him starting the old jack up along the valley toward the fiat. He’s on the sly, and is
getting rather keen to see that tight '”
Watching Joggles, he was seen iu the
edge of the timber throwing rocks to
urge the jack to move up a streak of
open ground that led to the fiat between
two groves of pines. Presently he came
back and seated himself on his porch,
getting up once iu a while and stretching his neck to see if the jack was going
in the right direction. He was dying
to have the animals get together.
At last a man who had climbed upon
the bank reported that the jack was not
to be seen, and that he had no doubt
gone over the ridge into the fiat.
All was now excitementamong the
men, and two or three of them were
constantlyon the river-bank listening
for sounds of the fray. Presently they
cried out that the battle had begun.
All bands hastened to the top of the
high, steep bank, whence was to be bad
a fair view of the open ground leading
up to the ridge, beyond which lay the
flat where roamed the tightiug horse.
Although half a mile distant, a terrible

squealing and braying could be distinctly heard— cries of rage and pain
from the contending animals. A great
cloud of red dust could be seen rising
from the ridge. This cloud, that told
of the battle, moved to and fro ; sometimes appearing to approach quite near
to the crest of the ridge, then again to

recede. All

distance up the river, in order to go
down the other shore pd see what had
happened. Joggles, who had before
this descended from the roof of his
house, now came puffing and blowing
across lots, and joined the party from
the river, fifteen or twenty men in all,
as they came from several claims.
“ D
n a jackass, anyhow !” was
all that Joggles said as he came up with
the crowd. As all kuew his feelings, no

-

one said a word.
“ D

-

n a jackass !” ho several times

muttered as they moved down
after having crossed over.

the river

Donn

Donn

Piatt

in a

Sleeping-Car.

of a journey
from Washingtonto New York iu a
Piatt, writing

sleeping-car, says

;

We were swinging away in tho midst
of dreams when wo were again disturbed. This time a soft voice said :
I beg pardon, sir, but you are in my
“Sorry to learn it, sweet sir,” we
responded, “for I have not the remotest idea of vacating.”
“And why not, sir? ”
“ Because, O claimant ! I considermy
title good. For and in consideration
of two dollars inflated currency, I purchased a ticket marked ‘No. 7.’ With
this ticket 1 was given possession.”
“ But it's my berth and I want it.”
“ Man wants but little here below,
nor wants that little long.”
“ My name is not Long, sir ; my name
is Stebbins.”
“ Stebbins, have you a card about
you V ”

“What has

that to

do with

this

berth ? ”
“ Nothing, Stebbins, nor have you.
But don’t bo profane. I quote you
hymns and w’ords of solemness. Now I
will not vacate, I have arranged myself for sleep. I have divested myself
of some clothing.Do you suppose for
a moment that 1 will descend and muke
an indecent exhibit of my suspenders to
that fair lady sitting opposite V Shame
on you, Stebbins ; 1 am astonished— I
may say, Stebbins, I am disgusted.”
“ But what am I to do, I'd like to

know

?

”

know, Steb., unless
night on the water-basin.”
“ I won’t stand it ;
“ I don’t ask you, Steb. You can sit.
There are several good places to sit.”
“ Now I don’t want to bo trifledwith
in thin way— wiil you give me my
berth?”
“ Really, Stebbins, you wound me.
If my talk wfeemed trifling I apologize.
1 withdraw the talk. But, see here,
Steb., I have a private reason for remaining as I am. Como closer, friend,
let me tell you confidentially. I discovered a hole in the heel of my left
stocking— would you have mo expose
that to the crowd V”
“I am not an impatientman, sir; I
don’t want to quarrel— I am a Christian, I hope. I come on as a delegate
to the Episcopal Evangelic Association,
“ Well, I don’t

you

sit all

I—”

,

now—”
At this moment tho free aud independent citizen of a previous condition
of servitude iu charge of the sleeper

Rounding the bend, they came in full
view of the gulch. There, upon its
rocky brink, stood Ihe jack. Without- came to us.
“ What’s de matter wid bofe you
stretched neck he was gazing intently
into the chasm below. His ears were you gents, eh ?” he asked, and we exlopped forward, as though to shade plained. The colored specimen of civil
his eyes and give him a clearer view of rights, late ward of tho lamented Sumwhat lay at the bottom of the gulch. ner, took Stebbins’ ticket, and said solThe sound of approaching footstepsat emnly
“ Why, boss, dis call for No. 9, come
length attractedhis attention.Turning
his head aud seeing the party drawing dis way.”
Aud evangelical Christianity,led by
near, he moved back from the brink of
the precipice* gave his tail a flourish, Africa, disappeared. It is our private
:

aud uttered a series of triumphal*4 Yee- opinion, aud we express it with pain,
ttiat tho said Stebbins, delegate morehaws !”
Looking down into the chasm the men said, was intoxicated. We cannot bebeheld lying at the bottom— motionless lieve that he was so low in the scale of
iu death— Old Pizen, the fighting-horse one-brained humanity as not to know,
of the Stanislaus. His head was doubled in his nominal condition,a “9” from
a “7.” Yes, Stebbins was drunk.
under him— his neck was broken.
When he came up out of the gulch, are prepared to make affidavit to this
after having ascertained this fact, Jog- deplorable fact, aud had the Committee
gles was deadly pale. Drawing aud of Investigationof District Affairs subcocking his six-shooter,he advanced poenaed us we could have given some
toward th - party and said : “ John P. valuable informationas to Stebbins
Jones, you kuowedwhat that jackass condition,that the Sun reporter could
was. Don't speak ! Let no man here have telegraphed under his stereotyped

We

time there was heard
braying
head-line of “More Damaging Developspeak a word.”
imaginable— sometimesvery distinctly,
With this he turned suddenly to ments.”
again more faintly, as the varying
where the jack stood with head down,
Rochefort's Lantemc appeared for
breeze wafted the sounds or as the scene
moping sleepily, and sent a bullet
tho first time at Geneva ou June 26th,
of the battle shifted.
through his brain. The beast fell withroosters of whose prowess he was boast- mal was to go ont ol the cabin.
Looking toward the camp, Joggles out a moan, when Joggles advanced aud and sold immensely. It was a hoax,
Presently Joggles, whose boardingful. But his especialglory aud pride
was seen, jumping up aud down, and deliberately empted the contents of but they thought it just as witty, and
was his fighting horse, a large, power- house was just across the street, espied
running frantically about, evidently in- his revolverinto its carcass. He then perhaps it was.
fully-musclel,and exceedingly vicious the jackass, and came over to where he
tensely excited. Boon he was observed seized it by the ears, dragged it to the
“broncho,” which he called “Old was being unpacked.
Economy, comfort, looks, all combine to
A smile struggled about the corners to get a ladder, and mount the roof of brink of the precipice, and tumbled it mako SILVER TIPPED Hhoea indispensable
Pizen.” And “pizen” he was to all
his porch, and thence to climb to the down upon the body of the old broncho, for children. Try them. Never wear through
four-footed creatures in . that region ; of his mouth as ho came.
at the toe.
Walking up to the beast, and eying top of his house, vainly stretching out saying
indeed, was so “mean” that he was alhis
neck
to
obtain
a view of the figHt.
“ As you are the only thing that ever
him from stem to stem for a time, Jogmost poison to himself.
Now the cloud of dust was seen to whipped him, d— n me, you shall lie
This fierce and unsocial beast had gles said :
“Truth is Mighty, and will Prevail.”
rapidly approach the crest of the ridge, and rot with Old Pizen— Old Pizen, the
“ Party good chunk of a jackass. Bin
taken possession of a large grwy fiat,
and soon it came whirlingover it. Then Fitiu Hoss of the Stanislaus.”
about half a mile above the camp, and buyin’ him ? ”
were seen two dense clouds of dust,
“ Well,” said Jones, “ I don’t know.
would allow no otjier animal to come
both rolling rapidly in the directionof
upon what he viewed as his private do- We have him on trial We may buy
Home.
the
camp. Wild snorts and hoarse
main ; nor, for the matter of that, to him. He is big and strong, and seems
brays were heard. Swiftly the red
Best of all things to us is home. In
come anywhere near the camp. At nice and quiet— may be a trifle. lazy.”
Joggles, who seemed to be calculat- clouds rolled on, and soon in the fore- hours of ambition and pleasure we may PURIFIES THE BLODD AND RECherokee Flat, the old broncho was
most the form of an animal could be fometimes forget its exquisite sweetmonarch of all ho surveyed. He had ing about how many mouthfuls he would
STORES THE HEALTH.
seen. A puff of wind showed this to be ness, but let sickness or sadness come,
whipped aud mn off every animal that muke for Old Pizen, at last said
the
broncho—
Old
Pizen.
At
tho
dis- aud we return to it at once. Let the
“ Well, yes, he seems rather quiet.”
had been brought to the camp. The
SEVENTY-ONE YEARS OF AGE.
Having unpacked the jack, one of the tance of three or four hundred yards hollow hearts that feign a friendship
miners several times swore vengeance
behind rolled a rapidly- followingcloud, which they do not feel stand revealed
against Old Pizen, aud would have “boys ” gave him a slap with a strap,
Bait Mabiufibld, Aug. 23, 1870.
as we have sometimes seen two small before us— let us know, as we all must, Mr. H. B.
. 1 ^
shot him, but that they liked Joggles, as much as to say :
Dear Sir— I am leventy-on* yeara of ago; have
whirlwinds in playful mood. What was at moments, that, however important auffared
“
You
are
now
at
liberty,
old
fellow
;
many
yean
with
Kidney
Complaint,
and the soul of Joggles delighted iu
in my back and atomacli.I waa Induced
gooff and enjoy yonrself as you please.” in this last cloud could not be seen, but we may be in our own estimation, our weakiieu
Old Pizen, therefore they let him live.
by frlendato try your Vbobtinb. and I think it
the “Buckeye boys” felt that their jack- places would be filled at an hour’s no- tha beat medicine for weakueaa of tho Kidneya I
“ What !” cried Joggles, opening his
Not content with conquering iutrud
ass was thar.
tice, should we die to-morrow, then we over u*cd. 1 hare trl*d many remediea for this
ers, the old broncho would chase them eyes in amazement, “you ain’t going to
complaint, and never found an much relief aa from
Down into the camp charged the ter- whisper to ourselves the magic word the vbobtikb. It atrengther.aand invigoratea the
for mih s, running them clear out of the turn that jack loose here? The first
whole ayatem. Many of my acquaintancesbar*
taken tt.aud I believe it to be good for ail the comcountry. The moment he saw a strange thing you know he’ll poke off up the fiat rified broncho, snorting with fear at Home, and are comforted.
plaint! for which it ia recommended.
“
Home,
sweet
home
!”
It
does
animal he laid back his ears and went where Old Pizen is. Then he’ll be a every jump, and occasionallyhalf turnYoun truly,
not
matter
how
“humble”
it is ; nor
ing
his
head
in
order
to
see
if
the
terJOSIAH H. SHERMAN.
dead jack as sure as you live. Why,
for him, using both heels and teeth.
About all this Joggles didn’t care a he wouldn’t make a mouthful for rible jack was still in pursuit. As the is it less a home for being a palace. It
frantic horse tore through the camp is where those we love dwell— wherever
EXPERIENCE OF YEARS,
cent. When told of one ol the exploits Pizen !”
“ Well, I don’t know,” said Jones ; with nostrils distended, mane flying in that may be— where we are valued for
of the animal he would laugh in spite of
Charlbitowit,Mail., March 10, 1800.
himielf, and would swear that Old “ the jack is a very quiet old fellow, the wind, and tail sticking out straight ourselves, and are held in esteem be- Mr. H. R. Stbyenb:
Thlais
to
certify
that I have uaed your “Blood
cause of what we arc in ourselves,
Pizen was the ‘^biggeit fightin’ boss on and 1 guess Old Pizen won’t think him behind, Joggles was heard shouting
Preparation" Vaorrma)in my family for aeveral
and
not
because
of
power,
or
wealth,
yean, and think that for Scrofula or Cankeroue
the Stanislaus, "land that he would back worth bothering with. Besides, the wildly from the roof of his house,
Hutnori, or Rheumatic affection*,It cannot bo exhim agin any critter that ever wore hur.” chances are that he will stay aud pick “Whoa, Pizen! whoa, Pizen!" But or what we can do for other people.
celled ; and at a blood purifier and Spring mediWho would be without a homo ? who cine it ti the belt thing 1 have ever uaed, and I
He would tell how a big American horse about camp— won’t find his way up to ju»t at that moment there was no
uaed almoat everything. I can cheerfully
would
take the world’s applause and have
“
whoa
”
in
Old
Pizen.
Down
through
recommendtt to any In need of such a medicine.
chased away by Old Piaen was found the camp at all.”
Youre respectfully,
honor
in
place
of
the
tenderness
of
a
“ Well, just as you please,”said Jog- all the little town he came— making diforty miles distant with his tail gnawed
MBS. A. A. DINSMORB,
few
true
hearts,
and
the
cozy
fireside
19 Kuaiell Street
off to a mere stump. When he thought gles, pretending some concern; “but rectly for the bar, as though in search
meetings where the truth may be spoken
of human assistance.
of the comical appearancethe maimed you know what Old Pizen is !”
WHAT IS NEEDED.
Straight on hecametillhe reached tho without disguise, and envious carpings
“Yes, I know,” said Jones; “but
horse must have presented with his litare
unknown
?
In
life
s
battle
even
tho
OOITOB, Feb. IS, 1871.
tle stump of a tail, Joggles would laugh Pizc n is getting old, I guess he don t bank of the river, here fully 20 feet in
H. R. Stevbkr:
hero finds many enemies, and much Mr.
till the tears would run down his thirst for the fray ns in hie younger perpendicular height. . At the brink he
Dear Sir-About on# year elnce I found myeelf in
feeble conditionfrom generaldebility. >EOEdays. I shouldn’t wonder, now, if the halted, hesitatingto take the fearful abuse and slander aud detraction; but •TINKwai
cheeks.
etrongly recommendedtome hy a friend
into home, if it is what it ought to be, who had been much benefited by tte uee. I proleap,
aud
with
eyes
starting
from
their
old
jack
were
to
whip
him—
in
case
they
The fame of the “ fightinghorse” excured the article,and, after uelng eeveral bottles,
these
things
never
find
their
way.
tended for miles around the camp. should get together,” added Jones, sockets, took one long despairing look
waa reetoredto health, and dtecontlnuedite uee.
behind. Then came the venomous and There, to his wife, the plainest man be- I feel quite confidentthat there i« no medicine
Prospectors passing that way with pack laughing.
euperior
to It for thoee complaint#for which it is
indomitable jackass, never breaking his comes a wonderful thing— a sage, a man especially prepared, and would chderf illy recom“ What !”. cried Joggles, turning red
animals were warned against him. “ Bewho ought to be President of the Unit- mend tt to those who feel that they need somesteady, rolling gallop.
ware of the fighting horse !” was the “ that blamed old jackass whip Pizen
thing to restore them to perfect health.
With outstretched neck, ears laid ed States, and would be were his worth
word through all that section of the Not much ! 1 11 bet you $100— yes, I’ll
“••'"''"M'fTINORL,
bet you $200— he can't whip one side back, and scant tail whipping up aud known."
country.
Firm of 8. X. PettingUl A Co., 10 State St., Boston.
down
with
each
bound,
on
he
came.
Honors, the county seat of Tuelumne of him ! Come, now 1”
Out in Wisconsin a hor*e kicked and
VBorrnra exiende ite Influence into cyery pari'
“ The trouble is,” said Jones, “that The old broncho erected his tail, took
county, was the source whence the minof the human organtim, commencing with its
ers at Cherokee Flat drew their supplies the jack is in a strange place. He might one more glance at his approachingfoe, killed a book agent, whereupon the citi- foundation, correcting diseased action and restorvital powers, creating a healthyformation and
of “ grub” and other necessaries.• The not fight. However, He looks as though gave a snort of terror, aud leaped from zens made a donation party for the ing
purificationof tho blood, driving out otsease.and
Horse,
and
be
now
has
oats
enough
to
the
bank
down
into
the
river.
Luckily
leavingNature to perform Its allotted task, vbotown was fifteen or twenty miles distant there might be some fight in him. If
btihTs sold by all druggists.
and the miners would occasionallygo the two ever do get together, I rather for him the water was deep. Rising to last him a full horse lifetime.
this

the most fearful squealing and
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Prince & Co.*a Orffano.

A Strange Disease in Mexico— Singular

Splendid tiuiah ; six utopa ; prijo $125.
Torino, $25 oaah, $15 monthly.
[Tlalenango, Mexico (June 2;i), cor. X. Y. Graithic.]
Money refunded if not aatiHfuctory.
A most singular and unaccountable Reed’* Temple of Music, 92 Van Buren street.
disease, commonly known as the “burstThrough all the ages of study and ining sickness,” has broken out in this

the remington ,wqR|(

Fatality.

Oo to Riverside Watsr Cuts, Hamilton. [IJ.
Th® Ladles' Noroala Club,

of New York, re-

cently changed their dlicuaaionfrom Woman's
Suffrage to Hair preparation*and Pimpla Danlahera. They declared that where nature had not en-

has spread to vestigation which have marked the path
many of the neighboringvillages and of scientificdiscovery, one especially al.
dowed them with beauty, It wa« their right -yea,
cities. The people are in consterna- luring object has tempted the inquiries
thetrduty—to aeek It where they could, go they
and
f>pi
dilations
of
philosophers.
It
is
tion by reason of the many deaths which
all voted that Magnolia Balm overcame Sallowhave occurred. The doctors— wretched what the wizards and witches of olden nese, Rough Skin and Rlng-Marka,and gave to the
medical men at the best— -are at a loss time, the jugglersof India, soothsayers complexion a moat diafiNgua (Soroaiaa) md marhow to deal with the trouble, and the of Arabia, Magi of Egypt, necromancers ble-llkeappearance(dangereuato men, no doubt);
and that Lyon'a Kathatron made the hair grow
priests have got their hands full. Tlal- of Turkey and the Orient, and alchemthick,eoft and awful pretty, and, moreover, preenango, Bolauos, Cartagena, and even ists of civilized Europe have sought, vented tt from turning gray. If the proprietorof
Sanceda Hac are suffering more or less but sought in vain— a vegetable tion- these articlesdid notaend the alatera an invoice,
and there is no telling where or when poisonoua Elixir ) which, by cleansing they are not emart
the disease is to stop. I am not an ex- the blood, removing from the system all
Not Unite So Feat, Mr. Jones !-A horaepert in describing sickness, but the impurities, strengtheningthe nerves, the
doctor In PUladalphta was caught rhangiiig the
trouble seems to me to be an unusual muscle0, and the brain, and vitalizing celebrated Mexican Mustang Liniment into other
vicinity, and already

discharge of nerve force into the brain.
The symptoms are sudden nausea, followed almost immediately by a severe
and sharp pain along the spine, preceding from its lower extremity to the head,
and described as feeling as though a

blunt knife were scraping upward.
There is then— when the pain reaches
the back of the head— a sharp and
poignant distress there which makes the
patient delirious, although it never produces unconsciousness or loss of the
right uses of the senses. The eyes are
bloodshot and wild, with pupils greatly
contracted.The sensitivnessto light
is intense, so that even in paroxysms of
excruciatingagony the patient will rise
and seek a dark place. This state lasts
commonly not more than from thirtv to
forty minutes, during which the patient
feels as though his head were splitting;
and when this condition has lasted for
about half an hour the cranium actually
bursts open at the sutures, as is some
times the case with infants whose heads
split thus from water on the brain.
The sound produced by this rending
asunder of the bones of the skull can
plainly bo heard full ten feet from the
patient. It is said that in some instances the disruption is extremly sudden, and accompaniedwith a noise still
louder. This occurs, too, at a moment
when the sufferer is in full consciousness
and it is most terrible to witness. The
disease broke out in the silver-mining
region at Bolanos about two weeks ago,
and its cause is unknown. About three
hundred persons— generallyadults—
have already died of it, and it is yet
spreading.

every fiber of the system should bid defiance to the corroding hand of disease.
Dr. Walker, of California, discovered
an herb, the propertiesof which, if they
do not entirely fulfill all the conditions
above mentioned, have at least proved
themselves efficacious in all of them ;
this herb Dr. Walker has made an ingredient in his famous Vinegar Bitters,
which can be obtained of any wholesale
Druggist throughout the country. 44

During

the trial

of a

bottlaaand using it aa bln own recipe.Honesty is
always the beat policy. Theae medicine men like
to

follow up such fellowa.It cured the lame horse
the eame; but

It damaged the Doctor'* reputaand benefited the proprietor In proportion.
We have hoard of ao many Rhenmatlc perioas and
lame horiea being cured by the Muatang Liniment
that we advise every hooaekeeper,liveryman

ill

tion,

and planter to Inveat In a 80-cont or a gl.00 bottle,
igilnet accident.Beware of counterfeit!. It la

wrapped in a iteel engraving,signed "0. W.
Weatbrook,Chemlat."

The Grand He volution m Mrdicxl Thixtsxt, which waa commenced in 1860, la atlll In

case in Louis-

ville lately a wituess persisted in testi-

fying te what his wife told him. To
this, of course, the attorney objected,
aud it was ruled out by the judge. He

progreai. Nothing can atop It, for It la founded on
the principle,now universally acknowledgtd,that
physical vigor la the moat formidableantagootat
of all human atlmenta, and experiencehae shown
that PLARTATioir Bittbbi ia a perries* Invigor-

would proceed to tell “ shust how it
p0,,,bia a«a*nat
vas,” when the attorney would sing out, eptdemie'dlaea
“ How do you know that ?” My wife
THIRTY YEARS' KXPKK1EIVCK OF AH
tole me,” was the answer. This was
OLD KURSK.
repeated several times. Presently the
MRS. WINSLOW’S BOOTUINO SYRUP .8 THI
judge becoming unable to contain him- PRRSCIPTIONOP on* of the beat Female Phyilself longer said, “Suppose your wife clan* and Nuraca In tho United Statca, and haa
been used for thirty years with never falling
were to tell you that the heavens had safety and auccese by millions of mothers and
fallen, what would you think ?” “ Veil, children, from tho feeble Infant of one week old to
I think dey vas down.”
theadnlt. It corrects acidity of tho atomach,re-

**

lieves wind colic, regulate* tho bowels, a-'d givea

Fireless Locomotives— To avoid the rest, health au J comfortto mother and ch :d. We
believe It to bo tho Beet and Surest Homed; in the
noxious gases of combustion in loco- World In all cases of DYSENTERY aud DIARmotives, especially in tunnels, experi- RHRV IN CHILDREN,whether It arises from
ments are being made with the view of Teethingo- from any other canae. rulld:rectloni
supplying a tireless locomotive with for using will accompany each bottle. None Oonuheat at convenient intervals. One of luo unloas he fac-ilmlloof CURTIS A PERKINS la
on the outaldo wrapper.
these locomotives at New York recently
BOLD BY ALL MEDICINE DEALERS.
made 3J miles in 12 minutes and 45
CHILDRKN
OFTKN LOOK FALK AND
seconds,the steam pressure falling from
'

180 pounds at starting to 108
the end of the trip.

NICK,

pounds at

from no other cauae than having worma In the
stomach.

BROWN'S VERMIFUGE COMFITS
destroy Worma without injury to the child,

Tht Moving extract It from an Editorial Article
will
vhtch appeared in the llufalotievi of May Srf, 1874;
being perfectly
AAUuimotli Eatabllalmientand au

En-

WHITE, and

free from all color-

THK K*rW IMPROVKD

REMINGTON
Sewing Machine.
AWARDED

THE “MEDAL FOR PR0URES8,”

VINEGAR BITTERS
J)r. .1.

Walker’s Culifbhiia Yin.

Ptfflr Bittora are

AT VIKNNA, 1H73.
Tub HiouxaT Oanaa or "Mrdal" Awaidid
thi; ExroaiTioa.

a purely Vegetable

preparation,made chiefly from the na-

JVo

Sewing Machine Received a Higher
Prize.

tive herbs found on the lower ranges oi
tin Sierra

Nevada mountains

of Califor-

nia the medicinal properties of which
are extractedtherefrom without tho use

A

FKW GOOD UKAMONNi

I.-A New /nrenfioH, Trohocoult Tbitid and
securedby Letters Patent.
M.-Makeea yer/rrt lock BTircH, alike on both

of Alcohol. Tho question is almtwt
Idee, on all kind* of goods.
daily asked, “What is the cause of the
3.— Run a Lioht, Smooth, NoiaRi.auand Rapid
unparalleled success of Vi.vkijak Bit
-hest roinbiNufiofi of qualttlea.
tkksT" Our answer is, that they remove
4.— Dubablii— Anna for I’enr# withoutRepairs.
tho cause of disease, and the patient re
/ 3.-W'»W do nil varieties of Work and fancy Stitchcovers his health. They are tho greai mi<7 In a anperlor manner.
0.— la Host Easily Managed by the operator.
blood purifier and a life-givingprinciple
Lenuthof etltch may be alteied while runulnudir.a
a perfect Renovator aud Invigorate? machine can be threadedwithout paielngthread
of the system. Nem .before in thi through hol«i^
history of the world ha* • itUHlicino beet
Y.-DeatgnBmj/e, Ingenious, Elegant , forming
compounded poKKe*Hing tho remarkahU the etitch tetlAouf the uee of Cog-Wheel Oeare,
qualities of Vinkuar Hittkrh iu healing thi Rotary Cama or Lever Arms. Haa the Automatic
sick of every disease man is heir to. They Drop-Feed, which naures un^orm lengthof stitch at
aro a gentle Purgative aa well as a Tonic, anyspstd. Hae our new rArcarf-GowtroUar,which
relieving Congestion or Inflammation of allows eaay movementof needle-bar and preitnts
tho Liver and Visceral Organs, in Bilious injury Is thread.
— Ookitructiok most careful snd rmiMHBD.It
Diseases.
i

N,

The properties of Dr. Walker’s

manufactured by tha most skill fid and experienced
mechanics, at the celebrated Heiiilnifton
ia

Armo-

'riNBGAR Bitters are Aperiont,Diapluirotio. ry, llloiif N. Y. NewYork OOtce, No.O ffladlCarminative, Nutritious,Laxative, Diuretic. lon Hqunrc (Kurtx'a Building). BHANCI1
Sedative, Counter-Irritant,
Sidorifio. Altera
OFFIUEMl 385 Ntatr St., Phlrago,Ill.| 370

and Anli-llilioiii'
Superior 81., Cleveland. G.| 181 Fourth
Gratefti! Thousands proclaim Vin- Bt., Cincinnati, G. ( 400 Main Bt., Buffalo,
egar Bitthrs the most wonderful In- N. Y,| 333 Washington 81., Boston, Masa.t
810 Chestnut Ht„ Philadelphia,Pa.| 10
rigorant that ever sustained the sinking
BUth Bt., Pittsburgh, Pa.

DVe.

system.

No Person can take these Bitters
according to directions, and remain long
unwell, provided their bones are not destroyed by mineral poison or other
meanfi, and vital organs wasted beyond

fob vsa ivibdy a mar ov

AguejntermlttentFtver,
Chill Fever, Remittent Fever,
Dumb Ague, Periodical or
Bilious Fever, Ac., and Indeed all the afTootlona
which arise from malarious, marsh, or

Fever and

repair.
Hi lions,

Ayer’s Ague Cure,

Remittent and Inter*

niittent I evers, Which are so prevalent in tho valleys of our groat rivers
throughout the United States, especially
those of the Mississippi. Ohio, Missouri,
Illinois, Tennessee, Cumberland, Arkansas, Bed, Colorado, Brazos, Rio Grande,
Pearl, Alabama, Mobile, Savannah, Roanoke, James, and many others, with
their vast tributaries, throughout our
entire country during the Summer and
Autumn, and 'remarkably so during sea
g0ng unugua] jieat au(j dryness, are

terprising; Proprietor.
ing or ether tnjurloua ingredients usually used In
hardly neceeuary for ua to call atten- worm preparation*.
When persons who do not otherwise tion to tho whole page communicationfrom
CURTIS Jl BROWN, Proprietor*.
appear to bo sick suffer from continued Dr. R. \ . I’iebce, of the World * DispeuBarv
No. 213 Fulton Street, New York.
Hold by Druggistsand Chemieta,and dealtrtin
wakefulness, this is a sure sign of men- Which appears in this iasne, &* at least every
Uedicints. at twkktt-fivb cxhtj a Box.
mlsasmatlo
tal exhaustion. When any part of the invalid sufferingfrom Chronic DiHeaee must
*oe
and
take a lively interestin the sound,
poisons,
body is specially exerted, the blood
comraon-senso ideas thereinset forth, as well HOUSEHOLD' w1*? win You niurcri
Has been widely tied, during Ihn
hows in increased quantity to that part. as in the indisputableevidences of wonderful
last twenty-live yeare, In the treatp®^,on, •ufferlnK
So when there is any stress laid on the cures that are given.
ment of theae dlatreailag dlaeaaee,
and with eurh unvarying anccona
Buffalo has several business establishments
brain, the head becomes surcharged
from Rheunut‘,“’ Ncura,‘n*'
that It has gained tbe reputation of
'being Infallible. The ahakei, or
with blood, as is shown by the Hushing of which she may justly feel proud, but few,
Cramps lu the limbs------or atomif any, indeed, that has acquired such worldchilli, once broken by it. do not reof the face. If this condition is longturn until tbe dtesaso la contracted
invariably accompanied by extensive doach, Bilious Colic, Pain In tbs
wide fame and reputation as that of Dr.
again. This has madettan accepted
continued, the blood-vessels lose the Pierce — “The World’* Diapensary." This
rangcmoGta
of
tho
etomach
and
liver,
remedy, and trustedepeclflr,for the Fever and
LINIMENT.
bark, bowela or aids, we would
power of contracting.
establiHhmentwell merits its appellation
of th* West, and the Chilli aud fever of th*
and other abdominal viscera. In their Ague
South.
>*7 THlHOCRBnOLDPjLNACIA
Then the brain remains'in an excited ‘•The World’s Dispensary,” a* it JTwithont
treatment,a purgative,exertinga powAyer'i Ague Cur* eradicates the noxtsae poison
state, even when the mind has no doubt, tho largest aud most complete of its
a!,D PA“,L* libhimtiiof an
erful influenceupon theso various or- from the ay item, and leaves the patient as well aa
kind that can be found anywhere, and medibettorsthe attack. 'It thoroughly exprlatbedltottaera Its remedy you want
longer any desire to work, and it can- cines are prepared within its walls that find a
gans, is essentiallynecessary. There ease, ao that no Liver Complaints,Ith.umuttim,
Neuralgia. Dysenteryor Debility follow a the cure.
not take its proper re^ in sleep. In ready sale in every quarter of the globe. In
for luternal and externalnee.
is no catharticfor tho purpose equal to
Indeed, where dteorderaof the Liver and Dowels
order to enjoy refreshing sleep it is fact ibe foreign trade forms no small part of
AND
It baa cared tbe above comDr. J. Walker’s Vinegar Bitters, have occurred from Mtaamatie Ptlaon, It remove*
tho business.
the cauae of them and they disappear. Not only
necessary that the blood be not conplaints In thousandsof cases.
as they will speedilyremove tho dark- la It an effectualcure, but, If taken occasionally
A visit to the shipping department, which
by patient* exposed to malaria, It will expel the
centrated in the head, but be diffused
There la no mistake about It. colored viscid matter with which tho poison and protect them from attack. Traveler*
is on the flret floor, gives one a slight idea of
eoually through all parts of the body. the collossal proportionsof the businessthere
LINIMENT. Try It. Sold by all Drnggiata bowels are loaded, at tho samo time and temporary realdenta tn Fever and Agnolo,altties are thus enabled to defy the disease Tha
This is probably the reason why a warm transacted.Here the visitor may say see as
stimulating the secretionsof tho liver, General Debilitywhich la ao apt to enaue fror
G KNTS W A NT K D-Men or Women. *S4 a
bath just before going to bed is so con- wo did, huge piles of boxes being shipped to
week or $100 forfeited. The secret
fret. Wrlle
ecretfree,
continued
expoaurato Malaria aud Miaem has re
and generally restoring tho healthy apeedler remad
v.
ducive to a good night’s repose. It is, wholesale houses in every part of the land, at once to COWEN A CO., 8th 8t NewYork.
functions of tho digestive organs.
For Liver ComplaintsIt la an sxcsllenl
also to foreign countries—even China aud
lamtdy.
however, the best way not to allow the Japan contributing to the demand for these (SiOff PKR DAY Oommtaalon or $<40 a week
Fortify the body against disvase
raxrAxtD ay
Salary, and expenaea. Weofferltand will
mind to get excited near the hour of popular medicines. The Doctor has achieved pay it. Apply
now. G. Webber db Co.. Marlon, o by purifying all its fluids with Vinegar
Dr. J. C.
A CO., Lowell, Mum,,
rest, but to let it run down gradually, thi* immense patronageand demand for his
Bitters. No epidemic can take hold
celebrated remediesby his great skill as a 1 41A NAMPLKS' f Jrwelry,wurlh $100, Bout
like a clock, in the evening.
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
O.O. D..to airt>ntaonly,for $10, or 10 sam- of a system thus fore-armed.
physician, the superiorcurative virtues of the
ples mailed for hft cents, good aa gold or money reThere have been some wonderful remedies
Bold bp aU Druggists and Dtdsrs m Hsiioim.
he has discoveredand his honorable funded. Address A. MOOHK, (Huey, HI.
Dyspepsia or Indigestion,Headcases of sleeplessnesscaused by undue dealings, indomitable will and ceaselessin''7 Hllng TEAS at
mental exertion. Boerhaave, the Dutch dustry. The cures that he has effected have A DVERTI8ERBI Bend 2ft cent* to OEO. P. ROW- ache, Pain in the Shoulders, Coughs,
Til INl'ORYIRR' PRIOBBor getting
ax. ELL A CO., 41 Park Row, New York, for their Tightness of the Chest, Dizziness, Sour
often
been
wonderful,
lu
fact
almost
miracuup
Club*
in
Town*
uud
Country
for the oldest Tea
philosopher, tells us that at one time ho
Pamphlet a] 100 papea, containing lla.a of 3000 new*,
Co. in America. Oreateatlndncen<«nta.Bend for
was so absorbed in a particular study lous, having frequently been effected, as he paper* and eatlmatesahowing ooit of advertising. Eructationsof the Stomach, Bad Taste circular. CANTON TEA CO.,l4*Chamber»-at..N.Y.
has shown us by ample evidence,after many
in the Month, Bilious Attacks, Palpitathat he did not close his eyes in sleep eminent physicians in successionhad failed
TELKGRAPIHNG!
STUDENTS
wanted
to
harn
TELEGRAPHING.
tation of the Heart, Inflammation of tho
ATTEND THE
for six weeks. A French General as- This succes* ha* had the effect to give him an 1-5 The best facilltleHIn the world. Address
Lungs,
Pain
in
the
region
of
the
KidDei Moinea,la
serted that, for a whole year, while en- immense practice at the Wolrd’s Dispensary
WESTERN TELEGRAPH CO., Decatur. 111.
for a hualuea
neys, and a hundred other painful sympgaged in active warfare, ho slept but so that in a single mouth, he probably treats
- - — ..... - educatUffrand
cures more cases of inveterate Chronic THIS PRINTING INK
toms, are the offsprings of Dyspepsia. beautiful handwriting. Addreaa,for particular!
one hour in the twenty-four.These and
WORTHINGTON A WARD. I)e. Moine!,.Iowa.
Diseases than moat physicians,in ordinary Harper a Buildings, New York. For aaie by Chlcaand similar cases are probably ex- practice, treat in a whole life-time.His prac- £?, "•",P*PSrUnion, 114 Monroe-*t., in id-lb and One bottle will prove a better guarantee
aggerated.
all know how often tice has become so large that he is obliged to A>-lb packages. A»«n a full assortmentof Job Inks. of its merits than a lengthy advertisepeople are unwilling to admit that they employ four physicians to assist him in the WHY! 8end20rentbaud tbe addressof Are per* ment.
aon* and receive by mall a Beautiful OhroScroftila, or King’s Evil, White
have been asleep, when they have really examination and treatment of cases. And in
mo, size 7 by #-worth Sl.AO-and full inthe selectionof bis professionalassistants
Swellings,Ulcers,Erynipeles,Swelled Neck,
had a sound nap. The persons men- he baa *pared no expense to secure men of IMT
«> clear |» a day. Address
Plumb A Co.. 108 South 8th-it., Phlla., Pa. Goitre, Scrofulous Inflainmatiour,Indolent
tioned could not have survived such' thoroughmedical education, and who have IIU
prolonged wakefulness. An attendant been well-skilled in the uckool of experience. A DVBRT1BRR8 ! Am . Newapapnr Union repre- Inflammations,Mercurial Affec^UM, Old
il. aenta over 1,600 papers, divided Into 7 lubdt- Sores, Eruptions of the Skin, Soro Eyes, etc.
of the late Emperor, Louis Napoleon, Each devotes his whole time and attention vlaiona.
Send 3-cent atampfor Map allowing loca
In theso. a* in all other constitutions Disto
a
specialty, while Dr. Pierce, who ha*
tton of papers, with combined and separateHits,
whose nervous system had become
eases, Walker's Vinkoar Bittkiih nave
not only received decrees from at least two
giving eatimatea for ooit of advertising.Addreaa
deranged, died simply from inability to of tho rirst Medical Colleges in the laud, the 8. P. SANBORN, 114 Monroe street,Chicago, HI.
shown their great curative powers in tho
sleep.
evidence of which, in the shape of Diplomas,
most obstinateand intractablecases.
A Household without Tariakt'iBiltiii
we noticed hanging in his office,but has also
For Inflammatory and Chronic
Fever. —
French physician the advantage of an immense experience,is any disease arising from poor or improper circuRheumatism,Gout, Bilious, Remitof the blood, when you can be relieved In a
says hay fever is nothing but a catarrhal in constant consultation with them over the lation
short time by ten minntca1 dally exerc'ae at
tent
and IntermittentFevers, Diseases of
more
difficult
cases.
Thus
the
patient
has
fever influenced and modified in its
not only the benefit -of Dr. Piehce * large exthe Blood, Liver, Kidneys and Bladder,
causes and in its course, according to perience, but also that of a Council of Physithese Bitters have no equal. Such Diseases
the patient’s habit, by the atmospheric cians, each skilled in his particularspecialty.
are caused by Vitiated Blood.
conditions which produce acute bron- Besides all these assistantphysicians,in the
Mechanical Diseascs.-Personsenchial affections. It is not confined to dispensary departmentare also employed a
gaged in Paints and Minerals,such as
any season of the year, nor to those short-hand reporter, to assist iu correspond- iSTeTsoruTt., Chicago.206 Oiive-tt.,St. Louie;
Plumbers,Type-setters, Gold-beaters, and
f?dL1di*p6n*in& or drug clerks, each
107 Wiiconeln-at.,Milwaukee. T B. 8r
under the influence of the emanations skilled in his business, that the Doctor’s pre- ager. Bend for Circulars explanatory.
Miners, as they advance in life, are subject
from forage plants. It is the result of scriptions may be compounded with the greatto paralysis of the Bowels. To guard
exposure to the sun and then to cold, est care. Whoever has observed, as we have,
against this, take a dose of Walker’s VinS M MM
while the body is moist with perspira- the crowd of patients, almost constantly in
egar Bitters occasionally.
the receptionrooms of the World’s Dispention, persons of a bloated habit being
For Skin Diseases, Eruptions, Tetsary, and has beard the heartfeltexpressions
HAY SCALES. $ I OO.OO. ter, Salt-Rheum,Blotches, Spots, Pimples,
especially liable to attack.
of gratitude and praise which they lavishly
bestow upon the honorable and worthy pro- To any R R. Station eaat of Nebraska. Always mid Pustules, Boils, Carbuncles,Ring-worms,
Gas from Petroleum.— For the pro- prietor, cannot fail to agree with us that the on
Scald-head, Soro Eyes, Erysipelas, Itch.
trial. Have the aenae ton end for our free price*
|!i
duction of illuminatinggas from crude diligent medical devotion, patient industry Lilt, then Judge. THE JONES SCALE WORKS, Scurfs, ITiscolorations
of tho Skin, Humors
Binghamton,N. Y.
gEc
and
unconquerable
energy
that
have
enabled
petroleum, a jet of steam and air is
and Diseases of the Skin of whatever name
Dr. Pierce to achieve so much, have at the
or
nature,
are
literally
dag
up
aud
carried
thoroughly heated, and dried bypassing
same time conferred a real blessingupon sufout of the system in a short time by tbe use
through four retorts, and then comes fering humanity. We publish tho above, not
of these Bitters.
IN NEBRASKA
in contact with the crude petroleum, as a “ paid puff,” but as only a fair repreaenPin, Tape, and other Worms.
taking up therefrom a supply of the tatiou of oae of the first business men of the
FOR
CHEAP.
lurking in the system of so many thotuands,
oil vapor. It next passes through three land, whose fame is becoming world-reuowned
and whose enterprise contributes in no small TEN YEARS CREDIT, INTEREST ONLY 6 PER CENT. are effectually destroyed and removed. Ni,
other retorts, where the final heating
degree to the prosperityof the city, giving
system of medicine, no vermifuges, no an
takes place, into the gas-holder.Loss employment to large numbers, and in other
SEND FOR
PIONEER,”
thelminiticBwill free the system from wonrn
of oil is prevented by conversion and various ways promotingthe general welfare
A handsome Il'ustrated paper, containingthe like these Bitters.
of the people.
deposit into solid carbon.
Homeitkad Law A NBW NUMBER jutt published.
For Female Complaints, In young
Mailed free to all parti of the world. Addreae
0. F. DAVIS,
or old, married or single, at the dawn of woStephen Girard’s will prohibited
Wilhoft’s Anti-Periodio on Fever
Ladd Commlsaloner U. P. R. R .
manhood. or the turn of life, these Tonic
clergymen from ever entering the doors, and Ague Tonic.— This invaluableand standOmaha, Nib.
Bitters display so decided an influence that
ard-family
medicine
is now a household word
of Girard College. At a recent visit of
9 sill Ft
improvement m soon perceptible.
and maintains its reputationunimpaired.It
the Knights Templar of Boston to the
is indorsed by the medical profession,and
Cleanse the Vitiated Blood whenof Medical Wonders. Should be read b
institution, one of the Knight’s a well- prescribed daily in the Charity Hospital and
alL Sent free for 2 stamps. Addrei
ever von find its imparitiesbursting through
known physician, who wears a white other Hospitals in New Orleans. Wilhoft’s
DR. BONAPARTB, Cincinnati, 0.
’Fcclrot PHctcccooe.
the skin in Pimples,Eroptions, or Sores;
neck tie, was passing in, the janitor ac- Tonic is thus highly recommended by the
cleanse it when yon find it obstructed and
“ pSYCHOMANCY, OB BOUL CHARMING "•
leading medical men' of the country, and is
costed him, saying “ You can t pass in
sluggish in the veins : cleanse it when it ii
worthy of such indorsement. Wheelock.
here, sir; the lule forbids it.” “ The
t inlay «fc Co., Proprietors,
New Orleans. For •tances In th« Eye, In Wouuda, etc., and to'exam* foul ; your feelings will tell you when. Keep
jnelnaecie, Flowers and Plante, to detect flaw*
the blood pore, and the health of the system
h— 11 I can’t,” replied the physician. sale by all druggists.
in Metali, fineness of wood-grain; to decipher will follow.
“All right, sir,” rejoined the janitor,
writing otherwiseGleet hie, aud for the Inipeotlon
a. h. McDonald * co^
T. WILLIAM AlO.. Pub... PhlTOlp'ffi’ *
“pass right in.”
Imitatorsshould never be encouraged. of grain, mtnerali, etc. Useful for everybody.
Double Convex Lena, 1 l-a inchea In diameter.
Their goods are alwavs inferior iu Quality and Mounted In leather,and carried tn the vest pocket.
0. N. V.
Vo. 30
intended to deceive. Buy the genuine Elmwood Price GCUeute, two for $1 , free by mall. Ageuta
Hold by all Druggist® r* ad Dealer*.
• Not less than 100 women have enWanted.
Illustrated
Circulara
and
terms
free
mi
\ ^ k** all the edges folded so that they
Addreaa M. U BYRN, P. 0. Box 4,«», New York
tered the medical profession this year, will not turn out. *
F®r day
home. Tenne free. 'Addrewi
Office No. 40 Naiiau-at.State where you saw tbii
V U H V L U Geo. Btinbon k Co., Portland, Maine.
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MILLIUAEY AND FANCY
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1

Wednesday, July 22,

GOODS,

1874.

The Common Council met according to
adjournment, and wits called to order by
the Mayor.
—
The roll was called by the Clerk Present: Aid. Kuntcrs,Van Landegcnd, KatuiO:—^
IM'rtnan,Fleetnun, Dykema and Visscr.
In additionto onr Department of MILLINERY AND a
The minutes of the last meeting were
LADIES- FI RNISHING GOODS, wo have thin 1 read and approved.
HfHMin added to our Stock, a NEW amt
---COMPLETE Line of
Pelilionof L. T. Kantcrs & Co., and
others, asking lor the use of the Market
AND COLORED DRESS SILKS,
Square for the exhibitionof Howe and
LADIES',
snrs
SACKS
Co’s Circus and Menagerie on August Jld,
was presented and read.
SPRING AND SUMMER SHAWLS.
Moved by Aid. Dykema, seconded by
We have vtaltcdthe KaCern Jobbing notice*,and personAid. Visscr, That the petition of L. T.
ally *clected our *toek of
KantersiV Co., and others, he referredto
the Commillcc on Public Hulldings and
MILLINERY AND TRIM MINUS,
Property. Yeas and Nays called. Yea:
OF
LATEST STYLES.
Aid. Dykema and Visscr— 2: Any: Aid.
Haulers, Van Lnndcgcnd, Kampcrmun
A Beautiful Selection of
and Flieman— 4. Lost.
ihi motion of Aid. Van Lnndcgcnd,
PARASOLS, FANS, LACES AND EMBROIDERIES
More Wild Beasts,
and Horses,
Curiosities, seconded by Aid. Kanlers,
And a complete Mock of
Rem tired, Thai the petition of L. T. KnitSeen,
ters
and others, he granted, on
conditionthat they pay into the hands of
MOST OORGEOUS STREET PROCESSION EVER GIVEN.
the City Marshal,a sum of money suffici^11 First Class
At the
ent lo pay for the services of eight extra
Lowest Cash Prices.
policemen for the protectionof Ihe trees
and (he further eonsideraiion of the pay03
I—
ment of liftecn dollars into the City Treas!zj
ury, for the use of the Square. Yeas and
j.
Nays called. Yin: Aid. Kanlers, Van
WV
od
Lamlegend, Kampennan and Flieman— 4;
Any: Aid. Dykema and Visscr— 2. Carded.
Petitionof J. A ling and others for a
sidewalk on the north side of 7th street,
between River and Fish streets was pret
w'
sented.— Referred to Committee on Streets,
Fluid
fc
Roads and Bridges.
OF THE
The following hills were presented for
payment: II. Walsh, for Oil, Ac., for lire
Variety and
Store !
engine, |4 00.— Referredto Committee on
The only known remedy for
Hare on hand a conitantly replenished, car<Fire Dep’t. H. Wicrsema, Street Com’r,
fully selectedand ever fresh stock of
t?j
for constructing cross-walks,$2(1.— Referred to Committee on Streets, Roads and
And a positive remedy for
Bridges.
GOUT,
GRAVEL
STRICTURES, DIA- Clocks,
The Committee on Streets, Roads and
Watches,
BETES, DISPEPSIA, NERVOUS
Bridges made a verbal report, that they
Jewelry,
DEBILITY,
DROPSEY,
have let the job on loth street to Qunrtel,
Pik and Smiis, for $27; also the job on Non-retention or Incontinenceof t rine, Irritation, Table
Pocket Cutlery,
Intlaraationor Ulceration of the
Black River Highway, to B. Homkes, fur
Sc
$18. The Committee asked further time
lo report on the petition fur sidewalk on
SPKKMATORRIKKA,
GUAM) CENTUM. I'ARK MKNAHEUIE, ZOOLOGICAL COLLECTION, ETC. north side of 10th street.— Granted.
Loucorrhiecor White*, Diaeane*of the Prostate
Gland, Stone in the Bladder,
The Committee on Printing reported as
L’ol coin* Gravel or Brickdust Deport and Much*
follows:
or Milky Diwharge*.
Holland, July lo, 1874.
To Ihe Hon. Mayor and Common CounConsolulai. d lor the season of 1S7I with
oil. City of Holland. Gents:— Your Committee to whom was referred the hill of
G. S. Doeshurg A Co., for printing fifty
copies of the Ordinances of the City of
Permanently Cure* all Disease* of the
Holland and binding thtr same, have in- BLADDER, KIDNKYS, AND DROPSICAL
vestigated tin* matter, and would recomSWELLINGS.
mend that said hill (being $72 for printing
Existing in Men. Women and Children,
OF
and $o for binding he allowed to he paid is NO MATTER
THE AGE!
out of the General Fund. And your ComIroquois Indian
Prof. Steel say*: ‘•One bottle of Kearney’*
mittee further state, that said bill is not in Fluid Extract Buchu I* worth more than all other
conflict with the proposals of (!. S. Does- Buclm* combined."
IT
Price. One Dollar per bottle,or Six bottle* for
burg A Co., as these proposals were only

BARNUM & GO

LATEST SUCCESS.

S

NEW DRESS

•
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The Leviathan Coming.
-

SHOW UPON EARTH.

TIIK LAIKiKST

HOLLAND, MONDAY, AUG.
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The most intensely interesting and novel

WE

exhibition in the world.
More Men
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Thau any Combination Ever
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DEN BERG,
j HOLLAND,

KEAR/NIEY'S

MICH.

OSLIS
IRIlIiS

Extract

BUCHU!

Jewelry

BRIGHT'S DISEASE, Silver Plated Ware,

%

and

BABiXUH & CO/S

BLADDER

KIDNEYS,

SILVER

SETS,

FANCY

TOYS,

AND

DEN STONE'S COLOSSAL CIRCUS.

KEARNEY’S

EXTRACT BUCHU

Howe’s Great London Circus.
GRECIAN HIPPODROME.

SANGER'S ENGLISH MENAGERY

TRAINED ANIMALS,

And

ATM

EVERY

THE WHOLE

Two

WHAT

Tronp.

OF THE GLOBE REPRESENTED.
WORLD AS CONTRIBUTORS. for printing those Ordinances made under

Circuses, Two Menageries,

One (ireeian Hippodrome, A

1

1

Five Dollar*.

the present charter, hut the Committee on
Depot, 101
St„ Nov Fork,
revi.-ion of Ordinances added fifteenforA Phyricfnn in attendanceto an*wer correspon
mer Ordinances,thereforethe dilTerencc deuce and give advice grntl*.
between the proposals and above amount,
Send stamp for Pamphlet*,free. 121 172

Smo

Whole Tribe of Indians, Sipmws, Etc.

!

ONLY ONE TICKET FOR ALL!

i

I).

SpecUlllie* our jrroat feature.The only b PerformingElephantain the World. The only r> Perfonning ik-neal Tigers in the World. The only it nerforming African Hvenaa in the World. Four P*ahj
Uoni*. horn April
IST4. Five Massive /loiden t'lmriois.2 Roman War Charioi*, Roman ChaHoteer*.
Fearleaa Cavaliers eKcortlng (Jrerlan Ih-antie* Elegant Coatuim-aadornini! «hapely ladiea. Glepliant
Courting. Ilunlle Kaelng, Indian Janie of Laennae. Foot Racing, etc., We nae our own race track.
Read onr S?.V>.00() (’hnllenge.Four Acres of Exhibition Tents. It ha* no equal— no rival. The
Public and Preaa vouch for uj<.
<

Kamfkhman,

t

Committee on

Dykema. \

--- TO THE

J.
Printing.
The report was adopted,and the hill ordered paid.

-

nAiirammis,

The Mayor reported that he has borrowed $800 on the credit of the City, and
OF BOTH SEXES.
placed it in the Treasury presenting the
City Treasurer’s receipt lor the same.
Ko Charge for Ad rice and Guwmllntion
Also that himself and the Chief Eng. of
Dn. J.H. Dvott. graduate of Jeflcnmn Medical
the Fire Dep’t, have ordered 000 feet of
College. Philadelphia, author of several valmHdo
hose for the lire engine which are expected work*, can he consulted on all disease* of he Sexuimmediately.
al or Urinary Organ*, (which he ha* made an especial study! either in mail or female,no matter
The Council then went into Hie Comfrom what ennse originating or of how long standmittee of the Whole, for the consideration
ing. A practice of 8n year* enable*him to treat
of an Ordinance concerning the building disease* with success. Cures guaranteed, charges
'

|

V-A

AND
Gallon ui and you may he methe appearanc*,
prices and qualKy of our Goods will suit you. We are
ready to repair,

WATCHES, CLOCKS

Oil

JEWELRY,

In a Thoroughly SatisfactoryManner.

Corner of

8th

and Market

Streets.

4&-tfcl-ly

t

i-.'

;

of sidewalks.”The Committee of the
Whole arouse, and by their chairman reported, recommendingthat the Ordinance
be passed. The Ordinance was passed.
Moved by Aid. Kamperman, seconded
by Aid. Dykema: That the resolution
granting the use of Market Square to
Howe A Co., for the exhibitionof their
Circus and Menagerie, he reconsidered,
Yeas and Nays called. Yen: Aid. Kamperman, Flieman, Dykema and Visscr— 4;
Any: Aid. Kantcrs and Van Lamlegend—

Wk
Largest Combination on Earth!

2. Carried.
Moved by

!

|

& A.

Steketee,

the

J. B.DYOTT, M l).,
Physician and Surgeon, 104 Duane St., N. Y.

;

Dr. G.

Groceries,
Crockery,
Glass-ware,
Hats and Caps,

SITES,

Boots & Shoes,
Etc., Etc.

DENTIST.

j

j

—In

To the Public of Hollandand vicinity— I would respectfully announce
that I have permanently located in
L-T thin place, for the purpose of prac-

!

!

Dykema, seconded by ticing my profession of DtnH»try.All operations
Aid. Visscrs: That the petition for the upon the teeth will he carefully performed, and

I

F.

reasonable.Those at a distance can forward letter
Desire to inform their ninny friend* mid cusdescribing symptom* ami enclosingstamp to pretomer* that they have on hand and for sale
pay postage.
Send for
fo llnilf/i.Price 10c.
Dry Goods,

Aid.

the

Brick

—
Store,

1

disease* of tho mouth belonging to Dental Practice, will he promptly treated.Mechanical Dentistry. hi all the various styles will he executedin
IWi: the most workmanlike manner; nil operations warand ranted. My office is In Mr. Van Lanuegend's Brick
Building. 2nd floor, in rooms lately occupied as
Reading Hoorn of the Y. M C. A.
G. SITES, Dentist.
Holland. Mich., April 17.
U8-2stf
sec-

use of Market Square for the exhibition of
Howe A Co’s Circus and Menagerie he n»1

POUS UAiniOUTH zxhibiticu tekts.

ALL FOR ON! FHIOE OF ADU100I.
iNCLcntso

.Conceded by ail to contain more TRAINED granted. Yeas and Nays called.
Aid. Kamperman, Flieman, Dykema
\\ I LI) BEASTS and the most choice and ran1 col*
Visscrs— 4;- Any: Aid. Kanlers and Van
lection of Living Wild Animals of anv EXHIBI-

Wild Indian Scenes,
Denizens of the Jungle,
Terrors of ihe. Forest,

Gymnasium,

And

Great Hippophageon.

II

YEN AS

FOLK BABY

The Wonders of the

LIONS, horn April 22, 1871.

19th

Century,

Fifty Cages

and Dens

Animals.

adopted.

---

SPRING

MEN AND HORSES.
'

Mh, Grand Haven,
August 1st, Allegan, August

4th.

July

2.

CAPITAL INVESTED,

minutes, or at the
rate of eighty -six miles an hour. This
train was placed on the road for the purChildren under 10 years of age, 25 cent*.
pose of carrying the New York morning
DOORS OPES ATX AND 7 O'CLOCK P. it papers to Philadelphia, so that they could
For full particulars see Pictorials,Programmes, be distributed as early as the Philadelphia
11,500,000

run

In three

ADMISSION, 50 CENTS.
and our

111

Ultra toil

or

Good* of the Best Quality and

CASH

Retail
at

!

the Lowest

PRICES.

Mich., Jan. 1st, 1874.

G.

GRINGHUIS.

Pictorial,the Advance Agent.

journals.

and

a half

AND SUMMER

STOCK

At

J.

DUURSEMA &

CO.

-----

Immense Supplies of

---

The “newspaper train” between New
York and Philadelphiawill, sooner or
The Great London Circus. GLITTERING GRECIAN HIP- later, furnish materialsfor a first-class
10ft Akrnio Ann aria.
horror. Ever}’ morning it leaves New
PODROME.
York and runs at a higher rate of speed
A CATARACT OF VARIETY STAR*. Triumphal Street Pagent 2 Miles in Length.
than has hitherto been obtainedon this
A lilaze of Odd and BurnishedSteel.
A Tribe of IroquoiiIndians.
continents On Monday it left Jersey
800
City half an hour late, and caught up beFrom the CaughnawagaReservation.
At D A. M. on Each Day of Exhibition. fore reaching Trentqn, making fifty-seven
CHIEFS, WARRIORS, ANJ) SQUAWS, exhlbltlng to the Public the moat Ludicrous,SensaCOME EARLY AND BEE IT— NONE miles in fifty-nine minutes. This, howtional,Thrilling and Excitingscenes ever thought
. HIT ITSELF CAN HE ITS
ever, was not tiie fastest time. Near New
of. The greatestsensation of the age.
PARALLEL.
Brunswick, five miles of the road were

ids,

Wholesale

Of the

Dykema, seconded by' Aid. Visscr to
amend by striking out Wednesday evening,” and inserting instead “regular
meeting." Amendment accepted by Aid.
Flieman, and resolution as amended

Will exhibit at Grand Rap-

he found at all times, at

Ilesnlred, That the City

ever entered by man.

Marshal is specially instructed to investigate and if pos; sihlc discover who committed the act, and
report the same to the Council for prosecuof tion accordingto law.— Adopted.
Moved by Aid. Dvkerna, seconded by
, Aid. Visscrs: That J. Quartel is hereby
appointed Poundkceper for the City of
Holland.— Adopted.
Moved by Aid. Kantcrs seconded by Aid.
Flieman: That the Council adjourn until
next Wednesday evening. Moved by Aid.

HARRINGTON,

Where may

Landegend—2. Carried.
1H74.
On motion of Aid. Van Landegend,
The only Five Wonderful PERFORMIN'.ELEonded by Aid. Dykema:
PHANTS in the world.
C3T SHIPPING Hills and Shipping
W /ureas, It bus been reported to the
Holland,
The only den of Five Ferocious ROYAL BEN- | Crimmon Council that certain shade-trees Tugs, printed at Tins Office.
OAL TIGERS,
in the City, have been cut down, injured
Ami the only den of nine GRAVE ROBBING and destroyed, therefore,
J. DUURSEMA.
T. KOFFERS.

TION IN THE WORLD.
IlypotlroinaticSpectacles,

Grecian

E. J.

1

Dry

,

Goods,
Goods,

•Furnishing

Clothing,

Notions and Trimmings,
Hats tfe Caps,
Groceries,

Crockery,
Stoneware,

Glassware,
Provisions,

Flour, Feed and Grains.
Our Assortment of Goods
view

to

is

complete and selected with a

accommodate the various classes of Trade.

WE SELL CHEAE.

Everything in the line of Produce will find with us a ready
market and the highest prices. J. DUURSEMA & CO.
RIVER
•• HOLLAND, NdlOp.

STREET, - '

